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Which way for health care: 
Protecting profits or protecting . health? 

This year, t~e Detroit branch of the MLP commemorated 
May day with a meeting 011 health care on May 2. Below is 
the first of the two speeches given there; the second speech, on 
socialism and the future of health ,care, starts 011 page 19. 

May Day is a time when the workers and poor speak 
out against the capitalist system and its crimes. Today, the 
rottenness of our capitalist system is showing itself every
where. Joblessness is rampant and the economy. languishes 
in recession with no signs of reviving anytime soon. The . 
murder of Dr. Gunn outside a Florida clinic is symbolic of 
the assault on abortion rights and the second-class status of 
women. Racist discrimination and polrce brutality is 
rampant. To even get pa'rtial justice against racist cops in 
the courts requires not only having the luck to have the 
incident videotaped, but· a full-scale riot. And this is 

· considered an example of the system working according to 
Clinton and other apologists for the system. . 

Meanwhile, U.S. imperialism continues the search for 
new enemies around the world so it can continue to play 
cop for the world and keep the militaly budget swollen. 

Medicine for profit Is in crisis 

Today we want to look at another big disaster brought . 
about by our capitalist system, the health care crisis. Our 
"free-market" medical system is the most costly in the 
world, approaching a trillion dollars annually. Yet there are 
60 million people with little or no insurance coverage. We 
have the tragedy of· health insurers refusing to provide 
coverage to people with certain illnesses. We see the 
spectacle of workers who have slaved away their lives for 
a company having the. health benefits they were promised 
for retirement snatched away by greedy corporations. 

For many of those with insurance, it· is no picnic. 
Businesses that provide health benefits are shifting more 
costs onto their employees. The price of premiums is 
skyrocketing as are out-of-pocket expenses. But if you need 
medical care beyond a check-up, good luck. The insurers 
have perfected a system of restrictions and red tape to 

· make getting Jurther treatment a nightmare. What the 
· present system amounts to is this: for the most expensive 

medical system anywhere, we have the most severe medical 
rationing of any developed country - and some poor 
countries, for that matter. 

Why is the inedical system such a disgrace? Because 
what drives the system is not the needs of the masses, but 
the frenzy for profits. Let's look at the main components 

Continued on page i6 .. 
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The civil war in EI Salvador: 

Truth Commission confirms what the left said 
On March 13 the UN's Truth Commission on EI Sal-, 

vador released its report on human rights abuses that 
occurred during the 12-year-longcivil war (1979-91): 1'he 
Commission's report confirms what the left in EI S~lvado'r 
and its supporters were saying all throughout the civil war 
- that the human rights abuses were almost wholly the 
work of the government itself, of death squads based on 
official military stru~tures. , 

It confirms what we said, that the Salvadoran govern
ment supported by Reagan and Bush was nothing but a 
death-squad ,dictatorship of the rich against the poor. ' 

Of.course the report itself- doesn't go so far as to draw 
this out fully. It confines Hself to a narrow bureaucratic 
view of human rights, abuses. But the conclusions to' be 
drawn $lre pretty obvious, given the facts detailed. 

Damning findings 

The Truth Commission was set up by the UN as part of 
the truce that ended the fighting in EI Salvador in 1992. Its 
purpose was to determine' who was' actually to blame for 
the tens of thousands of political murders. Members of the 
commission were Belisario Betancur, former President of 
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Colombia; Reynaldo Figueredo, former Foreign Minister of 
Ven~zuela; and Thomas Buergenthal, an. American lawyer 
who specializes in human rights cases. In other words, a 
very "respectable" group of establishment-minded legalists. 
Yet the facts they unearthed were 'quite damning to the 

, establishment in EI Salvadot. Some of their main findings: 
* The assassination of Catholic Archbishop 

Oscar Romero in March 1980 was planned and 
- paid for by Roberto D'Aubuisson. D'Aubuisson 

was the founder of the right~wing ARENA party, 
the party still in power today. 

* The murder of four,' American church 
workers (three nuns and another woman) in 
December 1980 wa,s carried, out by soldiers 
operating "under higher orders." This was 
covered up by the then head of the Salvadoran 
National Guard, Carlos Vides Casanova. Casano
va later became Minister of Defense. 

, * In December 1981 the notorious Atlacatl 
Battalion wiped out the village of EI Mozote, 
systematically killing everyone in the village -
men, 'women, and children. The number killed 

was in the hundreds, perhaps thousands. Similar 
massacres were carried out in at least two other 
locations. 

* IIi November 1989 six Jesuit priests, their 
housekeeper and her daughter were murdered by 
soldiers operating under orders from Gen. Rene 
Emilio Ponce. Ponce ordered Col. Alfredo 
Benavidez to kill the priests "without leaving 
witnesses." Ponce today is the country's Defense 
Minister. 

* In 1982 the armed forces "deliberately" am
bushed and killed four Dutch journalists covering 
the civil war. 

The commission investigated more than 22,000 cases of 
atrocities. Of these, 95% were determined to have been 
carried, out by the armed forces, police units or death 
squads linked to the government. 

The 5% attributed to the guerrillas included the killing 
of some local mayors by guerrillas. We don't know the de
tails of these assassinations .. However, .in an armed struggle 
for change, sometimes odious civilian figures are under
standably targeted. Still, even if you accept the 5% figure 
at face value, the Truth Commission's overall conclusions 
show up the lie proJ;lloted by the Democrats that EI Sal
vador was caught between the terrorism of two side~. 

The commission backs oft from 
criticizing the government 

Taken as a whole, the list of atrocities' is a severe 
indictment of the ruling party and state structures in EI 



Salvador. But the authors refused to draw this conclusion 
themselves. Instead they focused on individual guilty parties 
and tried to deflect criticism of' govermp.ent institutions: 

"Institutions: don'tc'ommit crimes," their 
report states, " ... the commission believes that 
responsibility cannot and should .not be laid on 
the institution, but upon those who ordered 
procedures to take place in the way in which 
they did ... this way the institutions· are pre-
served; the transgressors are punished." . 

To speak of "punishing the transgressors" -that's a fine . 
thing. But without a change in the state structur~s, in the 
institutions, there will be no punishment of the individuals_ 
involved, and there wiJl be more transgressions to punish 
in the future. 

Another UN truce commission, the so-called Ad Hoc 
Commission, issued its report last December calling on the 
Salvadoran government to purge the government a:nd mili
tary of leaders involved in human rights abuses, but the 
government has refused to do so. Not only that, it has 
prohibited anyone from publishing the commission's report 
in EI Salvador. When a group of human 'rights activists 
published some facts from the report and called for the 
dismissal of Gen. Ponce and others, they were hauled into 

I court on charges of slander. 
The government continued this attitude after the release 

of the Truth Commission's report Gen. Ponce insisted he 
will stay in office as Minister of Defense. And President 
Alfredo Cristiani called for an amnesty, to make sure none 
of the transgressors will ever be punished. The parliament, . 
with a majority of ARENA supporters, immediately passed. 
the amnesty into law. 

Role of the U.S. ignored 

Another glaring omission in the Truth Commission's 
report is any mention' of the U.S. government. This is 
consistent with the commission's attempt to deflect blame 
from any bourgeois institution: , 

But if welre going to "name names" of individuals, as 
the commission says, then why not name Ronald Reagan, 
George Bush, Alexander Haig, Jeanne Kirkpatrick, Jesse 
Helms, Oliver North, and other architects of U.S. policy in 
EI Salvador? These individuals bear much of the blame for 
the 75,000 death-squad murders of Salvadoran workers, 
peasants, trade unionists, political activists; .and ordinary 
civilians who "got in the way." And it should not be. 
forgotten that the crimes date back to the Democratic 
Carter administration, which initiated the U.S. war in EI 
Salvador. 

For the fact is, much of the Salvadoran government's 
. repression was organized and paid for by the U.S. govern
ment. The Atlacatl Battalion, for instance, was trained in 
the U.S. Other police, military and inte1ligerice officers 
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were either trained in the U.S. or trained in EI Salvador by 
U.S. military advisors or CIA agents. The U.S. supplied 
special propaganda tools, special "psychological warfare" 
training on how to' lie, extract confessions, etc., as well as 
weapons, ammunition, tear gas and cattle prods. 

During the civil war the U.S., publicly, supplied EI Sal
vador with about $6 billion worth of aid. (This is aside 
from covert expenses.) This is about half a billion dollars 
a year, about the same as the Salvadoran government's 
entire national budget. . . 

So the U.S. contribution to the Salvadoran government's 
death-squad war on its own people was no small amount. 
And today, though. Clinton has cut off a few dollars in aid 
recently, the.U.S. remains supportive of the rightist regime 
in EI Salvador. ' . 
, Clinton's Secretary of State Warren Christopher says he 

will investigate charges that State Department officials lied 
to Congress about atrocities in EI Salvador, But don't hold 
your breath. Clinton officials have said that this would not 
be "a witch hunt," since they are' "not a housecleaning 
administration. " 

The struggle will continue _. 
but in a different form' 

'The Truth Commissioij's report is useful. It shows that, 
even according to bourgeois legalists, the Salvadoran regime 
was guilty of a fearful. terrorist campaign against the" 
masses. This campaign was backed up, financed and organ
ized by U.S. imperialism. Today liberals in the U.S. are 
whining that the U.S. government "should have been more 
conscious, sho~ld' have ex~rcised better control,"! B~t 
Reagan and hIS fellow fascIsts knew exactly what their 
money was being spent for. They knew, and approved. And 
the Democratic liberals went along, because both parties 
opposed the struggle of the Salvadoran people .. 

The UN or the liberaUorces won't get rid of repress'ive 
institutions of the rich and their governmentS. Those who 
. desire freedom must organize their own forces, spread 
among the working people, and oppose the' forces of the 
rich.· The insurgent left anp. the oppressed masses J in EI 
Salvador, exhausted by the 'civil war, entered into'a truce 
with the government, a truce that essentially maintained the 

'old institutions. Unfortunately, the leaders of the 
Salvadoran left embellished this truce with the thought that 
these institutions had changed their nature. This remains an 
illusion, and disorients the organization of the working 
people.' " 

The civil war seems to be over,but in the future the 
masses will have to develop a class struggle against the 
rich in other forms. And if we American workers and 
activists are to r,ender support to our Salvadoran' class -

, sisters and brothers, than we need to organize on an 
. independent class basis here in the U.S. too. [J 

~'. 
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A scandalous nur.sing home hOQ1i,~~de 
Contributed by comrade Frank. of Seattle: 

I 
On, December 19, 1992 Ms,'MarY Jo Estep died in 

Yakima, Washington. She was, eighty-t'Yo years of age. The 
story of Mary Jo's life and the circumstances of ht:r death 
continue to stir souls and bring forth both anger and 
protest from people in Yakima as weli, as on' the nearby 
Yakima lndian Reservation.And well they should. ' 

Mary Jo Estep was born into a wandering band of 
Shoshoni Indians, probably in Idaho, probably in 1909. This 
group of relatives and friends, known as Shos,hone, Mike's 
band, had refused to be imptisoned on a reservation .. The 
people, a dozen Or so, gallantly but vainly attempted to 
wander the land and live in the free ways of old. This is 
said to have been thelastfrt:e group of Native people in 
the west. " , 

During Mary Jo's first year of life ,one of Shoshone, 
Mike's sons was murdered by a white man said to have 
been a horse thief. Some members of the band avenged 
the murder by killing the murderer and the band then 
moved into Nevada. There they' tried to survive the winter 
by killing cattle, to eat. An ,ensujng altercation with ranch
ers led to the deaths of four other white men. All this was 
too much for 'the authorities. Didn't matter that the Indians ~ 
were just trying to live as they had always lived, with a 
culture that saw the land and its products as belonging to 
everyone, and thus to no one. The authorities organized>an 
army of possemen, hunted, the' Indian men, women, and 
children for 300 miles through Nevada;'and massacred them 
on February 11,1911. , 

Thus'Mary Jo Estep was orphaned, her' 'entire'family 
slaughtered when she was jllst 18, months old~ She was 

, taken from the cradleboard on her dead mother's back and 
given to white people to raise. One ot two (depending 'On: 
the account)bther infants also'escaped the possemen's; 
bullets only to contract- and die' of that ,scourge 'of the 
Native American people, tuhereulosis, within' a, year. So) 
thewoman who died in- Yakima'on December 19, 1992 was: 
in fact the sole survivor of a shameful,foGtnote to ArnerH 
can history-the kind; of f00trloteohewon't find'in: thej 
sanitized versions bf histor§' taught in the schools. ' 

As an adult Ms. Estep remained single all her 'life. She' 
became a well-liked elementary school .teacher, anddevel-, 
oped many friendships in the Yakima area. In old 1 age she 
continued to have good friends and was 'planning to go,out: 
to a party with some ofthem the day of her sudden death. 
Mary Jo's friends have h,adto stand by her in death too fof 
the profit-driven American health care system accomplished 
something which John Law bullets failed to accomplish 80 
'years ago. It killed a defenseless person and then tried to 

'cover up the foul deed.' 
Mary Jo became 'a patient at the" "Good Samaritan" 

: Health 'Care Centet. On the morhing of December 19 she 

, ..:. L·:' .. , ." 
was accidentally given stro'ng drugs meant for another 
patient. According to' a ,sia'teDepartment of Social and 
Health Services (DSHS) r(fport, as lateas 4 p.m. she was 
still "alert, eyes bright and visiting with friends." But before 
the day was out she was dead. Two days'later the attending 
physician issued a death certificate s'tating "age related" for 
the contributing factors to the cause of death. The fact 
that Ms. Estep had actually been poisoned was covered up. 
Two days after this, under pressure from Maiy Jo's friends 
and other concerned people, th~'CQunty Coroner ordered 
an au'topsy and issued another death certificate. This time 
"accidental ingestion of prescription drugs" was given as 
the contributing factor and it was stated: "nurse' gave 
patient wrong medication". " 

But the crimes at the "Good Samaritan" Health care 
, . ~ , .' " " , 

Center go beyond poisoning an bid WOman with drugs and 
the attending doctor covering it up, Other damning facts 
have, come out in the investigation of this homicide. rt 
seems the "Good Samaritan" has' been giving incoming 
patients a vague form to sign indicating whether or not 
they w'ant extraordinary measures taken to keep them alive. 
Ms. Estep signed' one of these forms'. It said "cardio
pulmonary resuscitation should not be initiated", It said 
nothing about not treating a reversible condition, like the 
poisonil1g. Yet 'lccording to the DSHS investigativereport 
the health care center' staff is saying the doctor ordered 
that no treatment be giv:en because Mary Jo was a "no 
code" patient, i.e., she had signed the above form. The 
report also says the victim was informed that she had been 
given the wrong medication but neither told ofthe serious
ness of the error nor given any treatment options. And a 
nurse who had power of attorney over Ms. Estep'S health 
matters is said to, have refused :an offer by someone from 
the Health Care Center to rush Mary Jo to a hospital for 
emergency treatment.. ' 

Thus the monsters atihe "Good Samaritan" Health 
Care ,Center (and we're not writing of the erring nurse 
herei, but of the doctor, the nurse With power of attorney, 
and the responsible staff people) coldly stood by and 

, watched a person ,they should have cherished very. much 
die:' Even the tears and'questioning of their decision by 
the nurse who gave the wrong medication did nothing to 
deter them. And, when caught, they glibly admit what they 
did! A signature on soine old forms is somehow sUllllosed 
to absolve them. But it ,really only convicts them of 
unjustifiable homicide. 

What's a life worth? Well~ according to the State of 
Washington the life of an elderly Native Americanwoman 
must be worth $2,500. That is the amount of the fine which 
it levied on the "Good Samaritan" for this homicide. 

II 
American' convalescent care is a billion dollar industry. 

The owners of the private nursing homes (often big chains) 



get rich and the "non-profit~ .. ~~~ ,are a lucrative gravy . 
train for administrators. Nattil~l~;tlie drug companies get 
a big piece of the aCtion too .. Such a money-driven system 
has every motive for covering'~p:'ac'cidents" (like poison
ing). A nursing home has to k~~ppatients comfng in; Fines 
from state agencies (which are all too rare) can hurt a 
home's reputation. Worse, a nursing home can bedecerti
fied for patients on Medicare or shut down altogether (far 
toofew·are). . ' . 

For the patients, especially patients in nursing homes 
, catering to people with little money, this system is a night

mare. While the oWners and administrators count their loot 
defenseless people are often forced to lay in their 'own 
bodily wastes for hours. They're half-starved, ~udelytteated, 
and drugged ,if they demand anything better. And this ,is 
generally not the working staffs' fault. The owners and 
administrators can have more money for themselves if they 
keep staffing at a minimum, pay low wages (many staff 
people are forced to work two or more jobs because 'of low 
wages and short hours), force untrained people to do taskS 
which should only be done by skilIed professionals, etc. It 
beco'mes physically impossible for the working staff topro~ 

· 'Bureaucratic: genocid~' 
Contributed by comrade Frank of Seattle: 

For many millions of people the "American dream" has 
· always been an American nightmare. ,This has been 

partieularly true for African Americans and. the Native 
. people. Some recent news from the Shoalwater Bay IMian 
Reservation in WashIngton State once, again bears this out. 

One hundred fifty Shoalwater .people reside on a small 
. coastal reservation with 90%' of them, living below the 
:government's official poverty line. ·If this wasn'Lbad 
enough, they are now having. to deal with a .major health 
crisis. 

, , Even in ordinary times the Shoalwater people suffer 
from inadequate medical care., This is graphicallyilIustrated 

· by'the fact that there is only one person on .the reservation 
',over 70 years of age (Ms. Hazel McKinney) and the-ttibal 
'. chairman, at 38,. is the third oldest man· on the resetvation. 

· He isn't in robust health either. He suffers from asthma, 
emphysema, liver problems and chronic fatigue, and,he,like 

, the rest of the tribal members, is forced to travel82fniles 
to< a clinic oU: the Quinault. Reservation in order to get 

· medical attention. But its the asto'nishing rate ,of infant 
mortality, stillbirths and miscarriages in recent years which 
have gotten the Shoalwater people up in arms. Of 27 Gon
firmed pregnancies during the past five years there have 
been 17 miscarriages, stillbirths or deaths in early infancy. 

,This has led to the tribal council decIarjng. a medical 

--:---~----,---------- "--
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vide hu~aJ:!.e care~ SUch. a ,s~t-up can"t help ~)Ut give rise to 
"accidentS'I' like the one tMtkilled Mary 10 'Estep. . •. 

III 
.Bill Clinton has been selling his version of health care 

reform·in every corner of the country for months now. Will 
his eventual bilI result ill any positive change for people in 
'nursiJ:!.g hom'es? bon't count on it H~'s already talked of 
cutting Medicare and Medicaid. More, his constant talk 
about "cost-cutting" can be used as another justification 
for not hiring more workiilg staff people, upgrading their 
skills, and paying thein a' livirtgwage. If the outrageous 
situa.tionirt so many of America's nursing homes is to b,e 
reversed, If justice i$ going to be won for the victims, one 
thing cannot be denied however, ordinary people are going 
to have, to band togetner 'and make it so. 
'Itappears that 'the friends of MaryJo Estep and other 
cortcenied, people in Yakima,' Wa. have already taken a lot 

· of steps in this direction. Thus while we mourn the death 
of Mary Jo we can at the same time h~il their righteous 
efforts to get justice. The spirits 'of Mary 10' Estep and of 
her rilUrdered family tif lotl~ ago are living in their struggle. 

D 

~ .' 

emergency and ~aking demands upon the government. 
AShoalwater tribal representative informed the Indian 

Health Service (IHS) of what was happening in 1990 but 
there was no ·serious respons·e. The tribal chairman, Mr. 

·Herbert Whitish, has·made two trips to Washingto,nD.,C. 
to demand actic)D;be taken' by the responsible agencies . 
The .result!? According to Mr, Whitish: "Since we declared 
the .emergency hine months ago, ,th~ IHS has done noth
ip,g .... A lot ,.0[;. ,prorois~,.a. lot of, meetings and~o 
action .... It·s .... bureaucratic ..genocide." (Seattle· Post-
!ittemgencer, March )4, ·1993.) '., 
, The Shoa.lwater tribal demands have. beelt extremely 
modest ($~50,0Q0 in emergency federal aid to investigate 

.. the ca:use of, tM iI1ffl,nt mortality, and ·$490,000 annually to 
start up, t,heir ,own me~ical ·cliniC). But while the bl;lreau
crats ponder ,a generatiQ,n ',of children is being lost. 

The cause of :this ~ tragedy:' remains unknown. Poor 
· nutIition and lack of . prenatal care are undoubtedly 

contributingAactors. But these are nothing new for the 
Shoalwliter people and dbil'texplain thesu.dden increase in 
miscarriages .and infant mortality which started five years " 
ago. Qne_ theory being investigated· to some' extent by 

l county anq state h~althauthoritit:;s;:is that there may be 
· . ,environmental poisoning. '.' 

The Shoalwater. Reservation is surrounded by pesticide
. saturated: cranberry bogs and oyster,:b~ds. An old dump 

.' also drains toward,. the ,reservation and; a World War I gun 
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battery may also be leaking toxins. Thus there are ample 
reasons for saying that iJivestigation along, this avenue 
should be stepped up. If the cause is indeed environmental 
poisoning then what has been occurring is more than a 
tragedy, it's a crime, a crime for which someone should 
pay. 

But even if the cause were simply poor nutrition and 
little access to prenatal care, a crime has still been com
mitted. The government and the capitalist system which it 
represents used every foul and mean method to destroy the 
ancient cultures of the Native people. It utterly devastated 
them, left them with nothing, and then turned around and 
mocked them for not being "white" enough for it. It the 
government really stood for democracy and equality for all 

living under its domination in anything but cheap words, 
then its responsibiIitywQuld be to work; closely with the 

, Native people to ensure that they receive the same level 
of nutrition and health care as the rest of society. 

But a thousand and one facts prove the government has 
ensured the very opposite. And precisely because this is so 
it's, incumbent upon the American working people as a 
whole to stand with the Shoalwaters and other Native 
people. For as long as the present system exists, it will 
continually work to push all t!lose it exploits and oppresses 
toward the level of existence of those at the very bottom. 
Thus the struggles of those at the bottom to improve their 
conditions and, in the Shoalwaters' case, even to have 
children, is very much our common struggle. 0 

Employees need to organize for united action:' 

Layoffs and cutbacks at 
Alta Bates' Medical ,Center" 

From the May 2 issue of Bay Area Workers Voice, paper 
of the San Francisco Bay Are'a Branch of the MLP: 

To maintain its profits and enhance its ma,ket position, 
the Alta Bates Medical Center has launched a major attack 
on its nurses and service workers. It has laid people off, 
changed schedules and eliminated benefits. And it is 
threatening more cutbacks in the near future. Nurses, 
licensed psychiatric techs, ward clerks and housekeepers 
have been hit. 

In the mental health wards, .one third of the nurses and 
more than two-thirds of the techs have been laid off and 
are being replaced with non-union, non-licensed people. On 
many units, nurses with twelve-hour schedules were told 
their positions were eliminated. On one day, 180 nurses 
were forced to bid for jobs. The administrators fabricated 
outrageous "qualifications" and gave' each nurse five 
minutes to make her bid. About 25 nurses found no job on 
any shift and are out of work. Meanwhile, the administra
tion took away benefits including health insurance from 
twenty housekeepers. Those attacks are also designed to 
intimidate the workers for the im¥1inent contract ,negotia
tions. 

The workers are not taking this lying down. They held 
well-attended, spirited informational picket lines at both 
the Ashby and Herrick sites. They distributed leaflets to 
passers-by, patients, visitors and fellow employees about the 
cutbacks and the effects on employees .and patient care. 
Many workers are wearing buttons on their uniforms pro- ; 
claiming, "By any means necessary" to show their deter
mined stand during the current contract negotiations. And 

the llluses hav~ held meetings and are getting prepared for 
their upcoming contract struggle. 

Unfortunately, the union leaders' response to the hos
pital attacks, other than the informational picket line, was 
little 1110re than filing NLRB [National Labor Relations 
Board] and other grievances. Workers with experience in 
the class struggle know such a route is usually ineffective. 
Direct' action, such as slowdowns and work-to-rules, and 
mass strikes of all sections of workers are effective means 

" of struggle against the employers. . 
The union contract for Local 250-the dietary) house

keepers, techs, patient care assistants and others-:-is coming 
up. The nurses' contract is up two months later. During the 
last nurses' contract" two years ago, the California Nurses 
Association [CNA] gave into the hospital demand to give 
up the right to sympathy strike. So this time when 250's 

. contract is up, if they go out, the nurses are in the difficult 
position of not having a sympathy strike clause in their 
contract. They can expect no help from the CNA leaders 
in organizing solidarity action. The nurses will have to 
organize among themselves to honor the picket line ,en· 
masse. Solidarity among all hospital workers is essential or 
the hospital administration will pick off one sector at a 
time, driving everyone's wages and working conditions 
down. ' 

Why should the nurses and service workers give up pay, 
benefits, staffing levels, and jobs to keep administrators,' 
doctors, an'd the executives of the insurance, drug, and 
equipment 'COmpanies living in luxury? Make the rich pay 
for the crisis in health care! Hospital workers and nurses, 
get organized for united action! 0 
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The case of" Manuel Salazar in Illinois 
. From the April 13 issue of Chicago Workers' Voice, paper 

of the MLP-Chicago: 

In early March, around 400 people atte~ded a confer
ence organized by For the Defense in support of Manuel 
Salazar, a young, Mexican American man from Joliet, 
Illinois, who.is now on death row in the prison in Pontiac, 
Illinois. In 1985 Manuel was riding in a car with some 
friends, both Mexican and African American. According to • 
the police report, two officers decided to stop the car 
because it was "suspicious that Blacks "and Latinos were in 
a car together'. Manuel was frightened because he and his 
friends had been target practicing at his uncle's home and 
he had an unregistered pistol in his gym bag. When the 
police stopped the car, Manuel ran and threw the gym bag 
away. A police officer chased him and catching him, began 
to beat him viciously. Manuel tried to defend himself and 
the policeman pulled his revolver and told Manuel he was 
going to kill him. Manuel struggled to get away and the 
gun we~t off, killing the policeman. Manuel fled to a 
friend's house. When friends heard that there was a 'shoot 
to kill order' -out for him, they and his family helped him 
to get to relatives in Mexico. He stayed with family in 
Mexico until 1986, when, one night as he was sleeping, 
armed men broke into his bedroom and kidnapped him. 
These were Mexican police hired by the police in Joliet. 
With a few days, h~ was in jail in Joliet, although no 
extradition petition was ever filed with the Mexican 
government. 

The trial was held in a mainly white town outside of 
Joliet in an atmosphere of racist hysteria. Manuel's 
attorney was blatantly incompetent and later was disbarred 
for various offenses not related to Manuel's case. The 
prosecution accused Manuel of being a gang member, 
although there was no evidence. 

The fact that the policeman had beat Manuel until he 
was unrecognizable and the fact that the autopsy showed 
that he had been drinking were ignored. Manuel was sen
tenced to death, even though it was admitted in court that 
the policeman still had the gun when it went off. In 1991, 
the organization, For the Defense, took up Manuel's .case 
and is fighting to get a new trial. They have lost one post
conviction hearing, but are collecting evidence for more 
appeals. Manuel's case has attracted attention from many 
groups and individuals who have written petitions and 
letters in his support. More than 100 organizations, human 
rights organizations, lawyers and others attempted to file a 
friend of the court brief in Manuel's favor, but the court 
refused to accept it. The Mexican government has protested 
Manuel's kidnapping and sentence also. For the Defense is 
planning a day of action for Manuel on April 29, 1993. Call 

them at (312) 455-0766 for more information. 

Justice and injustice--Just words 
to the racist court system 

D 

Editorial of the April 13 issue of Chicago Workers' Voice: 

Protests, meetings and petitions from inside the U.S., 
from Mexico and other countries are protesting a number 
of cases of Latino prisoners on death row in the United 
States, In late march, despite many protests, a Dominican 
citizen and a Mexican citizen (Ramon Montoya Facundo) 
were executed in Texas. In the Montoya case formal pro
tests against the execution were made by the National 
Commission for Human Rights of Mexico. Groups protest-

. ing the racist U.S. "justice" system and the death penalty 
; itself are stepping up efforts in other cases. They note that 

these cases show racial bias of the courts and police, illegal 
or brutal actions by the police, and suppression of evidence 
showing innocence or extelluating circumstances. [The same 
issue of the ,Chicago Workers Voice contained separate 
articles on .. a number of cases.--WASJ 

Even among the biggest capitalist countries, the United 
States stand out for its unjust "justice". The United States 
has a higher percentage of its population in prisons than 
any of the other western capitalist countries. While the -
death penalty has been abolished in the majority of "civil
ized countries", including much of Latin America, the 
United States has 2,400 people on death row at this time. 
A disproportionate percentage of the prisoners in prison 

, and on death row are African American, Latihos or other 
minorities. And, of course, almost all are poor and working 
class people. Meanwhile, really big criminals who steal 
millions or even billions from us, like the Savings and Loan 
capitalists, barely get a slap on the wrist from the courts. 
And the true mass murderers (for example Reagan, Bush 
and company), r,esponsible for the deaths of many thou
sands in the Persian Gulf, Panama, Nicaragua, and EI 
Salvador justio name a few place, are even praised as 
heroes. 

This is a system which doesn't give a damn for the 
suffering of the people from unemployment, poverty, hope
lessness, !1rugs, or crime. It is a "justice system" to protect 
profit and property for the rich, not a system to serve or 
protect the p~r and working people. The so-called war on 
drugs, crime and gangs is a pretext for a war on the poor 
and minorities. The Chicago Workers' Voice condemns the 
racist and unjust "justice" system which sends so many to 
prison and even to death. The fight against police brutality 
and the racist court system is an important fight for the 
working class to make its own. 0 
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The r~structuring of the world eco'horny, and 
the future of working-c'lass comm'unism 

Fol/owing are notesfor the speech at the May Day meeting 
of the Boston Branch of the MLP on April 30: 

Comrades and friends, 
Welcome to our May Day meeting. May Day originated 

here in the U.S. 107 years ago with a national strike ,called 
by the fledgling AFL unions to fight for the 8-hour day. It 
was declared an international day of l1truggle for the work
ing class by the Second international 104 year~ ago. After 
the initial 1886 strike the tight wing of the American union 
leaders opposed the celebration of May Day in the US, and 

. by 1893 ,samuel Gompers was making a deal with Congress 
to celebrate Labor Day in September to disassociate 
American workers from the international struggle of our 
class. 

But the desire ofthe workers for international solidarity . 
for struggle against the capitalists and the existing order 
made May Day, in a matter of a few years, into a world
wide day of struggle for the workers. In many countries the' 
strikes were so widespread the. capitalists had to make the 
day a legal holiday. Even in America for decades tens of 
thousands of workers continiled to hold marches and rallies 
on May Day. Hundreds of thousands of workers marched 
and fought the ,police on May Day 1919 in the US in 
support of the Soviet revolution and against US inter
vention. Again hundreds of thousands marched for un
employment insurance during the 1930's. But 'under the 
pressure of McCarthyite repression and the CPUSA's 
abandonment of a revolutionary independent class stand, 
May Day in the US died out, as a mass phenomenon. The 
left wing that came out of the 60's, including our Party, 
made an effort to revive the tradition of May Day among, 
the American workers. But today the energy of the 60';s 
wave has died out and the working class has not yet 
produced a new wave of struggle. As a result at this time. 
there are no mass demonstrations on May Day in the US. 

But May Day is not only a day of united international 
workers struggle. It is also a day when class conscious 
workers and activists sum up the stage of 'the class struggle 
and 'discuss their tasks. The unhappy situation With regard 
to mass May Day events in the US is but symptomatic of 
the extremely depressed state of the working class struggle, 
not only in the US but in most of the wojId. Today we 
would like to examine some of the causes of the present 
situation, some of the factors that tend to radicalize our' 
class, and our tasks today. In regard to much of this, we 
can only present the most general features, only pose the 
questions. 

One of the more obvious and perhaps more temporary 
factors in the difficulty of the present situation is the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. Of course socialism' died in 
the Soviet Union a long time ago, a long time before this 

collapse. Bilt a large section of the workers only know what 
they can figUre out from the bourgeois propaganda. And to 
them the collapse of the Soviet Union means the collapse 
of socialism. Thus the Soviet collapse and, the bourgeois 
propaganda have a certain temporary demoralizing effect 
on the workers movement. They create a certain feeling 
that a better world is not possible.- ' 

The collapse of the Soviet bloc has a number of other 
effects on the class struggle. On one hand it means that 
various struggles that break out in the world no longer get 
ensnared in the framework of East/West rivalry. The real 
class issues can now develop more openly. The bourgeoisie 
will no longer be able to paint every class struggle, every 

,revolutionary movement as a plot, of the KGB. Thus we 
have a certain easing lof the anti-communist hysteria. On 
the ,other hand the demise of the Soviet bloc means for a 
while less space for popular democratic and national move
ments to seize power in the Third world. The former Soviet 
Union, while imperialist, in its effort to extend its influence 
had to provide a certain opening and economic support for 
movements it did not control. The crack of US/Soviet rival
ry no longer exists. New rivalries are emerging, but none 
that' have reached that intensity yet. _ 

, Meanwhile the national liberation movement against 
colQnial and neo-colonial regimes has more or less ended. 
The colonies have been liberated; the more or less puppet 
regimes, are gone. You are not going to see more revolu
tions where a section of the bourgeoisie joins the people 
in a struggle for national independence or against a regime 

,that stands only because of the support of,Western imperi
alism. Today in most of thg world the regimes are the 
regimes of the national bourgeoisie. Thus the class struggle 
of the rich against the poor comes more to the fore. This 
does not meim that the masses of the third world are no 
longer exploited by the rich irnperialist countries. But this 
exploitation recognizes the local bourgeoIsie as rulers of 
the country and includes them in it. So on one hand a 
certain crack of the national democratic revolution, which 
allowed the toilers a 'considerable opening for their 
independent strUggle, is closed. On the other hand the class 
reality in the third wqrld countries is becoming clearer, 
more open, laying the basis for more directly socialist. 

, struggle in the future. But the future is not yet here. 
This also does not mean that national struggles are over. 

But· the struggles which are mainly occurring today are 
ones of , reactionary squabbling among the different bour
geoisies as in YugoslaVia, the former Soviet Union, and 
India. So far the proletariat has been unable in any of 
t:p.ese countries to come on its own to oppose this fratricide 
and use the' crisis for revolutionary struggle' against the 
bourgeoisie that is causing it. 

One of the factors that undermined the class conscious-



ness of the workers in the Western capitalist countries was 
the three-decades-Iong relatively stable; peaceful expansion 
of world capitalism in the wake of World War II under US 
hegemony .. Many of the colo)1~al and trade contradictions 
among the imperialist powers that had led to two world 
wars and inhibited the growth of capitalism were resolved 
as imperialism developed new, more joint, methods of ex
ploitation of the third world. The rebuilding and automobil
ization of Europe and Japan created a vast market as did 
the militarization of the U.S. economy to maintain this 
New World Order. 

At the beginning of tliis period the American capitalists 
came down hard on the workers. They suppressed the left 
in the trade unions,(which was assisted by the reformist 
policy of the now degenerated CPUSA), and they made it 
more difficult for unions to be organized. They helped the 
right wing consolidate a fairly autocratic control of the 
unions. They launched an intense productivity drive against 
the workers in all the major industries., Nevertheless the 
expansion of capitalism was such that the majority of work
ers, not just the labor aristocracy, were ~ble to enjoy a 

. fairly stable, increasing standard of living. As a result, 
although the workers were not happy with the situation, 
they acquiesced to capitalism, and to the hegemony of ,tile: 
pro-capitalist trade union bureaucracy over their struggle 
and unions. 

,But even during the golden era of U.S. imperialisIll there 
were periods of fairly intense struggle. Millions o~ black 
sharecroppers moved to the cities and. became workers. The 
movement for civil rights, for equality, for liberation and 
against the grinding poverty erupted and shook .America t6 
its foundations. The U.S. got mired in Yiet Nam and a 
huge movement broke out agairtst this war of aggression. 
These great movements and conditions also brought a cer
tain radicalization and renewed militancy to the workers' 
economic movement in the late 60's and early 70's. There 
was a' whole new wave of wildcat strikes. There were 
sporadic. attempts of the workers to build rank-and-file 
opposition to the labor bureaucrats. 

Despite all the struggle the workers.were unable to truly 
break free of the trade union hacks or the DemQcratic 
Party and build a truly independent class movement. There 
were twp main reason.s for this. First illusions of a whole 
class are not overcome in such a short period of time 
without a much more severe crisis than existed at the time. 
Secondly, the previous wave of revolutionary struggle, the. 
1930's, had not left a revolutionary class party that survived 
to the 60's. The CPUSA had become part of the problem, 
rather than part of the solution to building an independent 
class movement. As a result, the revolutionary activists who 
came out of the movements of the 60's had to learn every
thing from scratch. And by the time we had built up seri
ous party organization and got our beating, the spon
taneous movement had passed. 

By the mid 70's the post-World War II worldwide 
expansion of capitalism had run out of steam and capital
ism entered a period of stagnation. By the early 80's the 
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capitalists were on a major offensive against th~o:workers. 
They closed factories, busted unions, and forcet( concession 
after concession on the workers. The ~Hlbor hacks refused 
to organize a fight. And the workers were unable to break 
from them and build an independent movement. They lack
ed the confidence and the conception ~hat anything real 
could be done outside the pro-capitalist trade union 
channels. As result the workers in' basic industry and 
transportation were decimated. 

Meanwhile great structural changes had been going on 
in the working class. In the post-war period the weight of 
the industrial workforce in large-scale establishments' 
declined dramatically. And the professional and managerial 
strata grew from 15 per cent of the workforce to over 30 
per cent. Meanwhile college education was opened up to 

'a much wider section of the masses and a large percentage 
of the brightest, most active working class youth were 
stripped away from the class. A great number of workers 
began to think of themselves not as members of the work
ing classl but of the lower section of the "middle class". 
They thought that they might be 'workers today, but they or 
their children would go to college and become profession
als. The sense of being a hereditary class was undermined. 
Class lines and consciousness were blurred. 

The weight of the workers in largescale mass industry, 
mining and transport who had been the basis of the work
ers movements fr9m the tum of. the century began to de
cline after 1950. Capitalism continued to develop but into 
new areas. The number of workers grew rapidly in the 
medical industry, retail trade, service industries of all tYpes 
from McDonalds to travel agencies. The transition to a 
service economy has had an effect of fragmenting or atom
izing the working class. While lI,lanufacturing workers tend 
to be concentrated in big factories (there was also a trend 
to smaller factories . after World War II, a trend which 
continues today), the service workers by the nature of the 
service and retail trade industries tend to be dispersed in 
small workplaces. In 1989 the median manufacturing work
place employed 60 workers while the median service indus
try workplace employed only 11. In the one section of 
'service work that tends to have large workplaces, hospitals, 
workers are very much surrounded by all kinds of profes
sionals. These economic changes tend to undermine the 
workers' sense that, as a class, they are a power. 

What is behind this transition to a service economy and 
the decline of the weight of the industrial proletariat? 

To a certain degree it is due to the parasitism of 
imperialist capitalism. A large and growing part of manu
facturing has simply been exported to low-wage countries. 
There is a tendency to tum America and other imperialist 
countries into the corporate headquarters and research and 
marketing centers of the world while the workers of the 
third world produ~e the goods. But this is by no means the 
main factor. 

In our research we found the same trend of development 
in all countries that have reached. a certain level of 
capitalist development. It seems that once capitalist 
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agriculture has developed to a point that peasants are no 
longer' "1isignificant section of the popUlation, further 
development of-caRitalism takes place not with the expan
sion of the scale oCiiianufacturing but with the devel
opment of service industries. We noted the same trend in 
Singapore, Taiwan and Malaysia as in the US. Even though 
the size of the industrial proletariat 'is still growing in these 
countries, its relatiye weight in the working population is 
declinin~ as the service industries and professional strata 
grow. 

The productivity of manufacturing tends to grow much 
, faster than the ability of the masses to consume und'er 
capitalism. At the same time growing complexity of 
technology and of the organization of indUstry creates a 
much greater need for education, schools and'teachers; and 
the growing participation of women in the workforce 
creates new needs for extended hours in retail trade, for 
fast food, for daycare, for nursing care of the elderly, etc. ' 

But whatever the reason, the immediate effect of the 
above-mentioned structural changes in the economy has 
been a setback in the development of the class cohesion 
and consciousness 0'[ the workers. That is the negative side. 

On the positive side the capitalist development and 
organization of the service sector lays a much stronger 
technical basis for the transition to socialism once a 
revolution breaks out. It is much easier to socialize a retail 
trade industry that has already been concentrated in the 
hands of supermarket chains, shopping malls, and Radio 
Shacks- than a million small owners. Or, for example, it is 
much easier to speak of Ithe socialist emancipation 'of 
women if capitalism has already created a system of quick 
service restaurants, daycare centers, nursing homes, etc. 

While the last 40 years have seen an enormous growth 
in the white collar workforce, about 40 per cent of that 
growth has been in the clerical workforce. And the growth 
of th~ clerical workforce has been accompanied by a rather 
largescale reduction in its privileged position. ' At the turn 
of the century clerical workers made twice what faCtory 
workers made. Today they are mostly women and make ,the 
same or slightly less than factory workers. Although on the 
average the clerical workers. hav~ closer contact with. the < 

bourgeoisie, the managers, and professionals and .absorb 
sOJIle of the prejudices of those strata, there are significant 

, sections whose conditions have been positively proletarian
,ized, for example the postal workers. There is also a 
section of lower-lever professionflls and technicians whose 
conditions and wages are being pushed down to the level . 
of proletarians. ' 

While the shipping of manufacturing overseas may 
increase the chauvinist, pro-imperialist tendencies of the 
professional, managerial, and technical workers involved in 
the corporate headquarters and research centers, for the 
mass of manufacturing workers the competition of their 
lower wage brothers in the Third world means much great
er poverty, job insecurity and unemployment. And indirect
ly, by the displacement of manufacturing workers, this 

, ,competition affects broad sections of service, transport and 

other wGrkers. No matter how much the trade union hacks 
may try !o whip up anti-foreign worker chauvinism, sooner 
or later the devastating effects of this competition have to 
raise in the workers' minds the need for international class 
solidarity. Painful as it is, that is one of the revolutionizing 
effects of the much vaunted world market. It makes the 
need for international class solidarity much more immediate 
and palpable. 

Another effect of growing international competition and 
the drive of the capitalists to lower their labor costs has 
been a inajor and rapidly growing structural change in the 
workforce. That is the growth of the part-time, temporary, 
,contingent, or contract worker. 90 per cent of the new jobs 
created in the current so-called recovery are of this ,type. 
Today 25 percent of the work force is part-time, temporary, 
or contingent. By the year 2000 it will be 50 per cent. The 
staid IBM has converted 10 per cent of its workforce to 
such' tempof.ary, disposable employees. Today Manpower 
is the biggest employer in America. The majority of the, 
retail trade and fast food industries run with part-time 
workers. Part-time workers predominate on our local transit 
system, and now the state is talking of contracting this 
work out. 
. The capitalists have resorted to this' contingenHype 
employment to avoid paying higher wages and especially to 
avoid pensiQnand health benefit costs. Thus the alienation 
and insecurity of a growing and soon majority section of 
the working class is increasing enormously. Should this 
change become a permanent condition of the workers, it 
will greatly radicalize them, and force them to wage more 
class-wide struggles. The struggle for medical coverage and 
old age pensions can no longer be considered a matter of 
a fight with an individual employer. It is a matter of the 
fight of the working class vs. the capitalist, class. The 
pressure for national health care reform in part comes from 
this change in the composition of the workforce. Intelligent 
capitalists know that such insecurity as is presently growing 
may give rise to much more militant movements among 
the part-time and temporary workers, and they wish to 
head it off by a stopgap, universal health insurance reform. 
But private capitalists are so focused on their short-term 
profit interests that any serious reform will most likely be 
delayed until a workers' movement forces it. 

At present the world is at a stage when tlie conditions 
that gave rise to previous wavl(s of working class struggle 
are disappearing and the features of the conditions that will 
give rise to the next wave are not fully developed. What 
section of the class will be the base of the next wave is 
impossible to tell at this time. But that there will be 
another wave is certain. 

World capitalism has known cyclical economic crises 
since 1825. But it has also known periods of growing and 
deepening economic and political crisis that develop over 
decades and climax in wars and revolutions. The first such 
period climaxed with the revolutions of 1848. The next 
wave first showed signs in Britain in the 1880's and became 
pronounced on a world scale in the first decade of the 20th 
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century. This wave of crisis pro,du~ed World ,War I, the 
October revolution, the Great Depression, and World War 
II. If world capitalism cannot stabilize Eastern Europe and 
find It way to relieve the Third World debt burden, then: it 
is likely we are headed into another such round of escalat
ing economic and political crises. 

When and how the working class movement will revive 
we cannot tell. But as communist revolutionaries it is our 
task to remain close to the masses, to strive to enlighten 
them to their independent class interests, to maintain an 
organization which can help the masses learn the lessons 
of the class struggle more quickly once the movement does 

Correspondence: 
Notes from Germa'n,y 
Comrades, 

Thought you might like some news and observations 
from Germany. 1 hope the German postal system can with
stand the added burden. Have included some clippings from 
the local press here. They cover the refugee situation and 
the fight against the right wing and some economic issues. 
They don't' give an overview, but are merely bits of news' 
tliat caught my attention which I thought might interest' 
you, I'll translate the key points or bits of info as best I 
can [clippings from German newspapers, with translations, 
were included: the translations appear belG,w-WAS]. 

Overall the economic articles reflect the class struggle 
in the deteriorating German economy. [German Chancellor, 
i.e. government leader] Kohl [of the conservative Christian 
Democratic Union-Christian Social Union], with the urging 
of some of Germany's big capitalists, has proposed a return 
to the 40-hour week (currently 38.5) as a "means of boost
ing the German economy". Of course more rationalization, ' 
more unemployment will result. With unemployment as 
high as 50% in the worst off regions of the, east, Kohl's 
proposal is staggering, to say the least~ It has produced a, 
big hue and ,cry among social-democrats and liberal circles. 
Mainly they point out the obvious-that more, unemploy
ment will result (more than 1.1 inillion jobs lost) and a 
greater burden on social services. 

Related to this the steel capitalists are tryirig to renego
tiate the steel workers, contracts. The facts I'll include in 
the translations, but this issue and' the length of the 
working week and who will pay are at the center here a~ 
well. Watching the news on TV I noticed that in' the two 
demonstrations referred to, some workers carried banners 
with the number 35. I have to assume this is a call for a 
35-hour week. They negotiated a 36-hour week alr~ady 
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revive. The enormous changes in the world, th~ experience 
of the Soviet Union, and changes in the composition of 
our class raise huge theoretical questions that we must 
tackle if we are going to be able to help guide and inspire 
future movements with confidence. This theoretical work 
is not a matter of picking up any fashionable theory that 
comes along but of examining events in light of oUf Marx
ist' theory, correcting that theory where necessary but 
always making sure that we have a serious integral theo
retical outlook on the world that is based on fact. Our 
party has set itself these tasks. We Invite you to join us.o' 

which is to take effect on April 1. Also included here, and 
on TV news, they plan to shut down completely a plant (in 
the East) which they modernized (getting concessioris) and 
is said to he the most modern steel plant in Europe. Go 
figure. 

Around town obselvations ... ~igns of the issue of the 
struggle against racism and far right are everywhere to be 
seen. Posters -for meetings of anti-fascist and anti"racist 
groups. Calls for the release of a militant arrested after a 
confrontation with nazi-.!!kins; Spray-painted slogans; graffiti, 
etc. Some people wear buttons showing their support for 
foreigners and their opposition to the far right. Very little 
to ,be seen from the extreme right here. I did, walking 
home, see a poster, last night from the "Reps", the 
Repub~,ikaner Party. It was an election poster and - the 
slogan was "Always more/Always less/Always more"-the 
sort, of slogan you'd expect to be delivered with a smirk 
and which is only truly unqerstood by "real" Germans. 

Also related-the interior minister [something like the 
attorney general' in the U.S.] ""ho praised the pOlice iIi 
Rostock last suinm~r [when they twiddled their thumbs and 

-looked the other way as the ileo-nazis and racist skinheads 
attack a hostel for immigrants night after night for a week] 
was fired recently. But the Rostock incident and his 
s'\lbsequent remarks were not given as a reason for his 

'dismissal. Rather, some interior ministry documents were 
found in a garbage dump someWhere and 'this breac11 of 
protocol and securitY, was what prompted it. The Kohl 
government doesn't want to give f:!l£i. unfavorable signals to 
the right., -

That's all for now. 
Yours in struggle-Co' 

P.S. Should have translated articles before writing note-
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le~rned a lot. Apparently the Germah capitalists are 'trying 
to Qreak up 'the solidarity of the steel workers. They wa,nt 
to get rid of the basic wage' agreement 1n ,s:jeel,.'which ,is 
binding on all associated steel' producers (this includes' 
neady all, if notall "of them) and' deal with the :steel 
workers plant by plant. Sound familiar'!' The trad~, union 
representatives, 'while 'calling some actio~s and making 
some threats of actions or strikes,characthize the workers 
as demoralized and say the thing to do now is form 
commissions to study the problem, give more 'subsidies to 
steel and appeal to the EC [European Community, the 
economic and political' coordination; of West European 
governments J. 

Summaries and translations of clippings: 
... t"' 

West German steel 'producers accuse'the trade unions of 
trying fo shut out competition from the ,east. The chairman 
of the German trade union congreSs demands "concerted 
action." He calls for iippeaiing to the EC commission in 
Brussels as away to avoid One steel mill bdng played off 
against the of her. '," " 

One picture showed a steel workers' picket, with the 
following r'''cards:' ' 

1. Stop '>; destruction of jobs in steel; , 
2. We demand maintainIng jobs fOr the entire r~gion; 
3. Hagen Krupp steel workers fight in solidarity, 

. . • . . i 

Two articles from Franicfurt~r Reindschall, Feb. 12: 

1. Metal work'ers intil;nidat!cl? , 
The trade union at IG Metall Erfurt,'has' accused. a 

serieS of metal works' in Thiiring of restricting workers' 
right to free speech. 'Trade ,'union' representative Gerd,l 
Briicker said workers in 'some:shopsf\\rere forbidden, dndei 
threat of firing, to partiCipate in' pI',otests'against' the' 
revision (renegotiation) of ,the, b.asic wage agreeIl!ent The 
trade, union won't accept 'that, in: this'~uncons'titU:troriill 
manner "democracy will, be lin'iited- afterwork"!says 'Gerd 
Briicker. Mediation/arbitration contirlues.' No resUlts 

• ' ., '" , , ',-' .. , I 
expected until next week. ': ':" : ' 

"' .,". i" \" '~:",f;. : f. :'~.\ J>' 

2. More than 1,500; metalworkers iiem<;>."!n 'Flag6~to Save 
their jobs. The Chait-manor the shoil stewards, Pau,l Ring; 
calls for a nationwide'confurencetodeiilWith~t6.e·ci'isis' in 

. '.' ' .• " '. ",,,'" ,,' f'. ,i.,.' l, 
steel. According to hIm; themoO'd' among the wc;>rkers 
ranges from nervotisto depresse~. AC'd}rdirtg to 'statements 
from Krupp!Hoegch, both"Hoesch, Steel ~Iid fttipp" Steel 
in Hagen could be shut down, threatening lZOOtjobs. In the 
past two years DM [DeutscheMarks, the' GerIi).an CUrren
cy] 60. million has been spent in the Wehringhausertsection 
of Hagen to build the most mo'dero stainleSs' steel' rOlling 
mill in Europe. Paul 'Ring critici:res minist~r GUnter 
Rexrodt for'relying 'on the strength of the economy: The 
trade union representatives demand' a natidnal concept,fot' 
the crisis-ridden steel industry such as a'~'solidaritY pact'for 
steel" (after the solidarity pact with the east-':"this implies 

tax revenue~ 'sh?uld b,e, ~tf~ft(bd to support steel comp~n
ies). 5,000 expected' 'to ~ ,4erhoilstrate Friday to remind 
politician.s of their proini~el; to keep open the steel nim in 
Eko. Th€1 ,trade unioti'thils f6r deeds, not words from the' 
government. ' 

Four aitiCles'from Franlifurte~ Rundschall, JfJ!b; 11: 
, , " 

. ,.' " 

1. With rio conclusion, the second rciund of talks to revise 
the agreement to shorten the workweek was ended. The 
tr3,d,~UIiioil (at IG Metall) and employers accused each of 
inflexibility. Therefore the introduction of the 36-hour \Veek 
with ,a 3% wage"increase in the region of Nordw!ir1enburg! 
Nordbaden is certain. ' 

II\dustry representativ~ wanted to: delay the shortening 
of the work week to a later point in time. Union represen
tatives rejected an offer by IG'Metall to go ahead with the 
36-hourweek with 1.4% reduction in wages ,as "outra
geous". Besides, there was already a concession made 9 in, 
the current agreement -which holds the wage increase to 
only 3%. "We're frustrated, by the ideological barriers of 
the other, side,'" he said. 

2. The return to the 40-hour week. demanded by the 
,president of German Industry and Commerce, Hans Peter 

., Stihl, would create more than 1.1 million more unemployed, 
accprding to the Business and Social Science Institute of 
the German trade union congress. In a public statement the 
unionists referred to this figure and si;lidsuch a move is 
laborpoIitically dumb' and businesspolitically foolish. 

ConSIdering the higher and broader unemployment, a 
further shortening of the workweek is necessary, said the 

/Institute,Particularly in East Germany where the end of 
the dismantling ofindustry is 'not yet in'sigh!. According to 
the institute, the average workweek, in the ~est is currently 

,38.1 hours pe~ week. ' . 

3. The trade union at IG Metall is' going to call, strikes in; 
every plant in' the East which doesn't raise wages from fthe ' 
pr~~~tJ 71% to '82% Of those in the West by April 1; 
thereby following the agreed-upon stepwise pIa,n. "Plant by, 
plant push and th~refore struggle to maintairi, the agreed 
upon: 'COntracts." ....:.. KIaus ZwickeL He doesn't think the 
cutrent negotiati~)Iis will bring any reSults. The trad'e union 
represents 7$0,000' members, in the east of whom 300,000 
still wdrk full time. The tradeuni,on rejects' any revision of 
'the:~greement. Steel capitalists complain that many eastern 
fiimsare slow to make the necessary adjustments and want 
to1i6Id the COLA to ,orily 9%. (1:he steeIcontracts are 
apparently negotiated collectivelY with a whole group of 

, firms whO are then' expected to abide by the agreement
there is 'some conc'erii ihat, shOUld the present talks on 
revision of the agreement fail, some firms Will leave the 
group rather than abide by the agreement as it stands). If 
this occurs; the trade union will no longer be bound by any 
ndistrlke provisions arid 'Will resort to "fighting mea~ures" 
if necessary: (KIaus Zwickel). . 



'The chairman of the emp19Y~rS! group, Dieter Kirchner, 
called :Klaus Zickel's remarksa~ clirresl?onsible, threatening 
gestu~e". A str~ke would . b~,; 'f9r,',a. )lun:ber ' of re~sons, 
illegal. Besides, it would pe mappropnate and would 
destroy the industry .. 

The Christian Democratic Union [Chancellor Kohl's 
conservative party] demands cuts in. the basic wage agree
ment for the east and a slower rate of equalization with 
the West. They call on all parties to be "reasonable". 

On Wednesday, 16,000 demonstrated against any take
back. of· the raise in the basic wage agreement. 

4. At tbe ~nd of 1992 the basic income level in 'the east 
reached 73% of the level of that in the \'yest. Wages and 
income rose 5.6% in the west and 25.9% in the east in the 
past year. In the. east, however, they work an average of 
two hours a week more. In 1991 workers (actually/ employ-
eeS is more appropriate here) in the east earned 60% of 
the amount earned in the west. Most companies don't· 
reach the average, however, with those in chemical, 
woodworking, or cake and candy manufacturing earning 
63%, while in construction they earn as much as 92%. 

Two artiCles from Frankfurter Ruitdschau, Feb. 10: 

1. Murder or suicide? 
Death of a member of Socialist German Workers Youth· 

group (youth group of the western. revisionist German 
Communist Party); until now thought by authorities to be 
suicide, is now 'possibly hbmicide. The head of the district 
attorney's office in Meiningen says the Kriminalpolizei 
Igipo, the police who handle . violent or otherwise serious 
crimes and/or investigations) are following leads concerning 
threats against Olaf H from the far right scene. The results 
of the postmortem examination and inquiries have as ye~ . 
given no hint of foul play. . 

Near ,the impending end of the inquiry, the chairman of 
the Socialist German Workers Youth made a statement.to 
the press .. Olaf H, who was found hflnged in his apartmeI,lt' 
Wednesday last week and buried lastTuesday, was a'.wc:;ll-" 
known "anti-fascist" in town and had been threatened rp.any . 
times. For that, reason .he had not liyed in his ~partmen( 
for some time. His parents and fr1ends saw no inMcati,on 

. that he would kill himself. Though unemployed, b~ was'io 
begin anew job shortly. (I hear that suicides among)h~' 
uheml?loyed in the east are becoll).ill? aJarmingly comn,.:o~.) 
The Kriponow says they are followmg leads about threats,. 
~"we consider it a serious matter". But only now that, 
f:riends· of Olaf made public the evJ~enceandralsed a; fu.ss. 
Regional district attorney Karg~. admits that, without; ,!he 
intervention of Olafs friends and family the case, WQ\lld 
have been closed relatively quickly. A rally forj?stice for 
Olaf H was ,called on Saturday in SuhL 

2. The district attorney's office in Magdeburg is, pre~sing . 
charges against a policeman who shot and killed a Rom~I1~, 
ian refugee on Jan. 22 behind the police station., Thecqp , 
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has been suspended. "~everal refugee~ were .arrested in the 
west for shoplifting." Jhey, resisted being. brought into 
police. custody and tried to flee. ,That's. when the officer 
used his gun.' ',' , '., 

A spokesman o( th~ 'Social':I)emocratic Party accused 
police and the district attorney's office ofissuingdenials in 
order.. to cov~r up the incident. The deadly shots were made 
public ~~rough loqal press reports .. 

An arti~le frQm Fr(lnkjurter Rundschau, Feb. 16: 

Police' r~serves in Berlin \ire a playground for ultra
rightists and' criminals. Proceedings against weapons 
smugglers give way to investigation of volunteer troops 
with "shocking results.'~ . . . . . ' 

Synopsis: The secoiid half of article revie~s thehi,story 
of thy police reserve in Berlin. It was formed in, 1961 
shortly after the wall went up-at that time a force of 
6,000 wro received four weeks of trainirig and whose 
purpose was. to thwart a possible threat from the east. They 
found other little jobs over the years, such as security for 
the Shah of Iran in '67, or national guard catastrophe 
relief work. The current mayor of Berlin and a former 
Senator (both Christian Democratic Union) are both 
members.· 

After 1971, with only 2,400 members (mainly public 
employees) the reserve was given responsibility for various 
buildings in the public domain (security). 

(They were also responsible for security at refugee 
centers.) 

They earn DM,8 per hoilr--,.the yearly cost is over DM 
7,000,000. 

!he main story is t4at these ,reserves are completely 
infiltrated with far-right wingers (nazis and Skins). 
, This ~ame, aboufthrough,an investigation of a. smuggl~ng 

ring bringing weapons and ammunition in from Switzerland. 
They caught 12 ofthem,-:-5 of the 12 were member~ of the 
res~fVes, 2' had appIledbutwere .rejected by the reserves, 
on~,was no !o:q.ger a,ir!ember. For the most part all of 
tl)emhad a ba~kgrotll:1d, of activity :w,iththefar right. 

This led to an initial investigation of 200 police reserve 
members. They found that 89 of them had a past criminal 
r~cord~250 (elqni~s j~cl~ding th,eft'l·severe assault, and 
s~~,al ab.useor<:.hil~ren, T~~y: 'fere .1iI11 approved by the 
same two' offi~er~ (~p.p, p.ow face "disciplinary action"). 

,T,h~s$? two offife.rs also. knew tha~ some of the weapons
s~ugglip~,.polire.:r;!3s~IVe ,me,l;IJ.bers participated in the 
mW~llry"exer,ci~es: (sillce the mid-80s) of the ultra-right 
"Fre~dom,. W c;>rkersP arty". '.'. 

A spoke~man.fdr th~ NPD.(th~ pld-line Nazi party, the 
NatiQnalist Party of Germany), s~i,d NPD ,members were 
sentinto the po~if::e reserves in orger tobebetter informed 
abou,t· police n;teasures (tactics,plans). 

A related, point (not in the artiCle):. Many refugees have' 
cOIJlP.1~ined about racist verb~l gnd other abuse, (rough 
handling) by, thosesuppolledlyguarding refugee centers. 0 

. ; 
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Mor,e correspondence, on the population bo~b 
Letter to the Supplement: 

The population bomb 

I read the articles by Steve and Don in the 12-20-92 
Workers' Advocate Supplement with interest. I think both 
raised important issues, out I disagree with what I interpret 
to be major thrusts of each argument. I'm no expert on this 
subject but would like to add some' thoughts. 

I. 
Several of Steve's points seem to indicate that he 

considers that population level and growth are not major 
factors contributing to the environmental disasters of today. 
His view that the earth's carrying capacity is not yet 
exceeded, seems intended to back up this idea. He states 
that even if population were reduced to 2 billion, life would 
remain hell· for the environment' if capitalism continued to 
be the social system. He states that socialist economy 
would provide abundance, without any comment on the 
issue of population l~ve1. Steve was quite agitated by Don's 
suggestion of the need to reduce human population' and 
considered this to be the same as applauding starvation, 
and generally anti-people. Overall, I guess his opinion is 
that if capitalism were replaced by socialism, population 
growth would not be a big problem for the environment 
until some future period. 

It seems to me that human impact on the environment 
is directly affected by the features of the productive 
processes we use and the level of population. Today, the 
combination of the current production and population is 
wreaking havoc. To an unkD.6wn .degree, part of· this 
damage is relatively irreversible.' If orie seeks a socialist· 
society whose priorities' include biodiversity 'and which is 
able to advance productive technique to reduce waste and 
pollution, it does not mean that population level is no 
longer a problem. For one thing, changes in the applicatioh 
of technology cannot take place overnight. For example; 
primitive agricultural technique is destroying rain forests' 
'and arable land. Advancing the agricultural technique that 
today sustains millions of people is· a' big fask. Energy use' 
by advanced societies is causing a dangerous .build-up of 
C02 [carbon dioxide-ed:]. Changing' the en,ergy use 
patterns is no small task either. Changes in transport and 
land use patterns could cease the destruction of Wilderness 
areas by allowing the combination of dispersed population 
concentrations with protected wilderness areas. But this too 
is a long term proposition, even with a social system that 
desires it. 

lt is a valid question to ask what are the optimum 
population levels in various regions, from the standpoint of 
"biodiversity" and "quality of human life" (1 will look into 
the meap.ings of these terms below). For a given level and 
extent of productive technique, and a reasonable projected 

advance of teChnique, this optimal level might be less than 
the currently existing amount in some regions. I don't think 
this idea is tantamount to supporting starvation or apologiz
ing for capitalism. I think it is part of the issue of transi
tjon from blind to conscious development. The index of the 
Workers' Advocate Supplement lists this article series as, 
"Earth Fh'st! demands· 'fewer people.' " This strikes me as 
a smug comment from the perspective that something is 
obviously wrong with considering that population might be 
too high. If this is the view, I don't agree. 

II. 
It may seem logical to presume that if current develop

ment is devastating the environment, then the problem is 
"overdevelopment," as Don says .. But I think this is dead . 
backwards for at least three reasons:' a) Rapid application 
and development of technology is crucial to reverse 
environmental devastation. b) Rapid application and 
development of technology is essential to allow control of 
population levels. c) Reduction of population by itself, 
without the spread and advance of productive technique, 
cannot save the earth from human degradation of it. Let 
me explain. 

a) One of the greatest sources of manifold environmental 
devastation-primitive agriculture-could be eliminated if 
the backward regions were advanced to modern levels of 
productive technique. There is' no way that primitive 
extensive agriculture could' ever be made non-polluting 
(unless population were tiny, something an agricultural 
society cannot maintain). One role of. technology in saving 
the environment is the' necessity of advancing productive 
technique in the backward regions of the world. 

Now it's true that modern, intensive agriculture brings 
its o~, serious pollution problems. The same is true of 
many other aspects of advanced production. But it is also 
true that technology can and has been developed that' 
lessens the various sources of environniental damage. I 
believe that the role of technology is related to questions 
about ·the social . system: 1) Can the social system be 
changed to allow a more rapid research, development and 
application of technology? 2) Can it be changed to allow 
conservation of the environment to become a strong 
priority influencing economic decisions? The practice ofthe 
Western and Soviet models is. notorious on both of these 
matters (though the Sovie~ generally worse); any serious 

• program to tackle poIiution must deal with these two 
issues. (I think that Steve was striving to get at this With 
his talk about profits, capitalism; socialism, etc. However, 

'without any ideas of how a socialist economy might 
-organize differently, condemnation of profit-seeking is 
barren rhetoric.) 

b) Spreading current technology and advancing it are 
also critical factors to allow control of population levels. 
For example, Steve's point on the oppression of women 

/ 



causing huge population growth. To control population it 
seem.s essential that productive technique advances so that 
women are brought into diverse forms of lab.or and cultural 
activity beyond the domestic ones. Women with interesting 
and challenging jobs generally don't want ten kids; their 
creative needs are met not solely in the realm of child
rearing; Other economic factors push population' growth, 
such as the income -and security needs of persons living 

. under primitive agricultural conditions and other situations 
of poverty. Cultural attitudes towards sex are another big 
factor. Generally, advance of productive technique works in 
the direction of undermining. provinCial, ignorant, and 
prejudicial attitud~ towards sex. And of course, the 
advance of . birth control technology directly assists the 
transition from blind to conscious factors determining 
population level. 

c) Don mayor. may not think that reduction of human 
population by itself could solve the pollution problem .. 
Obviously, this would reduce the amount of pollution. But 
how long would this fIX last without significant change from 
the current scope of application and level of development 
of modern technology? Human history has already demon
strated that the amount of enlightenment and the social 
conditions necessary to even start to think about regul\lting 
population growth can only come about with an advanced 
society based on modern technology. A world with the 
current technical and cultural level, even with a low 
population, would be unable to control itself and would 
rapidly repopulate the earth. 

III. 
~bon puts forward the view that other 'species and habitat 

should have equal footing with humans. Human conscious
ness 'has given rise to outlooks and practices that we are 
the center of the' universe-amistakeIi view that is 
arrogant, destructive, and potentially suicidal. Consequently, 
Don's view has a radical and even scientific sound to it. 
But I think that in practice this view turns out so vague, 
that it doesn't answer any of the difficult questions. 

Don didn't have the opportunity to elaborate this idea, 
but I have tried to think about 'it. What would this mean 
as a principle to guide consideration of what the human 
niche relative to other niches should be? Hunter-gatherers 
occupied one range of niches. Dynastic societies, with 
domestication of plants and animals, occupied another 
range. The capitalist industrial development has trans
formed the human niche again and continues ,to. What sort 
of niche does Don advocate and what social system could 
bring this about? I can't see that the abstract statement of 
"equal rights" among components of the ecosystems gives 
any concrete guidance in practice. 

Must human development be counterpoised to the 
maintenance of biodiversity? Not if we consider a socialist 
society. A central, positive goal of human development to 
be the rising productivity of human labor. This rise is a 
n,ecessary basis for all humans to achieve a comfortable, 
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diverse, and ever more aware, lifestyle. This rise should not 
be looked at merely in terms of labor saved today (which 
is a strong tendency of current societies). It must also 
consider the impact that the labor has on the environment, . 
the long-term ramifications for the ecosystems. If one 
accepts this proposition as a positive human goal, a couple. 
of implications towards the environment follow: 

On the one hand, this rising productivity cannot occur 
without alteration of other species' niches. Everything from 
growing wheat to battling disease organisms to biotechnolo
gy confronts this issue. 

On the other hand, humans are bound by the necessities " 
of interactions with the rest of the ecosystems. If a suffi
cient level of biodiversity is not maintained, the quality of 
human life will suffer, or cease altogether. The determina
tion of "sufficient" biodiversity, the bounds of presumed 
safe alteration of the environment at any particular time, 
is complex, to say the least. First of all, this would require 
scientific research that is greatly expanded and is not 
prejudiced by narrow capitalist interests. But even assuming . 
this, the perspective must be realized that the best scientific 
knowledge would still be quite crude and partial compared 
to the complexity of the overall processes of nature. 

" Therefore, it would be necessary to make maintenance of 
biodiversity a high priority aM pursue economic develop
ment accordingly, including restrictions on human produc
tion and consumption where necessary. A socialist society 
would require fundamental political economic changes so 
that environmental costs, as well as labor costs, are taken 
into account for economic decision making. 

IV. 
Among the establishment mainstream, a debate is often 

posed as "don't worry, technology always solves every 
problem" vs. "worry, population is now too big for techni
cal solutions to work." Each side has grains of truth, but 
both miss a central point. Both technology and population 
are decisively influenced by the social system. I must admit 
that the track records of both the Western and Soviet 
models are not such to inspire confidence in the possibility 
of humankind giving rise to a society that would use 
technology for environmental goals. Nevertheless, such 
revolutionary change is p.eeded. I think that environmental 
activists need to fight with political exposure and militant 
mass actions against pollution today, and also confront the 
issues of social system, of socialist alternative. 

One other point.. I think that the field of considering 
population, productive technique, and environment is Ii 
relatively primitive field of science. It is unfolding way too 
slowly, and this is mainly due to the impact of the veSted 

. interests of various establishments. I think that it is 
necessary for progressive people to recognize this situation 
and take an attitude of striving for further investigation. 

Fred (supporter of MLP from Seattle) D 
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Which way for health care: 
Protecting profits or protecting health? 

Continued from the front page 

of this "free,market" system. 

Insurance 

The system of hundreds of competing health insurers 
has created a huge bureaucracy that afflicts the whole 
health care system. This means that while health care is 
rationed, about one of every five dollars spent on health 
is sucked up by administrative' expenses. These administra
tive costs include the insurance industry's "utilization 
review" of medical treatments, which they pretend just 
weeds out wasteful spending and therefore provides more 
economical coverage. But the insurers don't tread on the 
lavish incomes of the doctors and health industry execu
tives, but on the ability of patients to get needed treatment. 
These so-called "cost control" measures are a big money
eater themselves, even giving rise to a multi-billion industry 
that hires itself out to "control costs." 

Hospitals and dQctors 

Then there is. the question of the actual providers of 
medical care, the hospitals and the doctors. Each hospital 
lives or dies not based on the health needs of the local 
population, but on its ability to rake in funds in the 
medical marketplace. This means hospitals who serve more 
poor patients often face big bud.get woes and either go out 
of business, close down emergency services Jor 'those who 
can't pay, squeeze hospital workers, 'etc. 

At the same time there is a dogfight for better-off 
clientele. How do you win this battle? You throw money 
into luxury accommodations. You buy every piece bf expen
sive technology 'not because it 'fills a big medical yOid but 
to keep up with the Joneses. Hospitals a~so throw a lot of 
money and perks at doctors. In fact,US. doctors ate, next 
to the Japanese, the highest paid in the world, with 
incomes averaging about $170,000 a year. By way' of 
comparison, doctors in Sweden, whiCh h9s a national health 
service providing better care than the· U.S .. system, 'make 
only about a fourth of what U.S. doctors do. "Co:;t cutting" 
measures only apply to the underpaid lower employees and 
sections of the nurses. . 

Oh, yes. Your hospital dollars are also ,hard' at work 
supporting the high-living of the top execs and investors. 
In fact the highest paid CEO' of 1992 was the head of 
Hospital Corporation of America, ThomasF. Frist Jr., who 
was compensated last year to the tune of $127 million. 
Compared to him, Lee Iacocca looks like a welfare case! 
In fact four of the top twenty of the highest paid executives 
are in the health industry, raking in a collective $225 

. million, enough to provide' decent insurance to 56,000 

people at going rates. 

Drug companies 

Last, but not least, are the drug companies. Their rate 
of profit puts other capitalists to shame. Meanwhile, people 
are going bankrupt or wij:hout treatment because of high 
prices. The low rate of vaccinations for kids, in part due to 
the huge jump in costs, is a national"'embarrassment. And 
no effort is made on developing drugs for' some diseases 
because the rate of profit might be a little lower. 

We now leave our quick .tour of the disaster brought 
about by for-profit medicine. 

Clinton's "managed competition" 
protects the profiteers 

The crisis is so severe, that everyone is now' talking 
about changing the system. Even the medical establishment 
and big business are clamoring for reform. But when those 
who caused the mess talk about cleaning it up, it's time to 
watch out and carefully examine just what reform is being 
proposed. 

Today, the establishment debate on health care is center-
, ing around Clinton's plan. This -plan is usually called 

"managed competition." The Bill and Hillary plan is not 
due out until the end of May. But aLready the main direc-
tions of the plan are clear. _ 

if it were just a matter of gen6ral declarations, you 
might think Clinton was really for big change. He talks ' 
about health care being ,3. right, about health coverage for 
all and other good things, while reining in costs. Can his 
managed competition really make good health care a right, 
though? ' 

Well, it seems CUnton himself is hedging on this. First, 
he assured us there would be universal coverage. Then 
universal cov~nige iF· money was available to finance it. 
Now universal coverage in 2 to 8 years. And so the faster 
Clinton' rides toward health reform, the faster any improve
meiHs fade into the distance. But if we look at Clinton's 

, health -reform, we'll soon see why he's welshing on his 
. promises. 

-Under managed competition, the same patchwork system 
of private insurers and health providers will still be around. 
But insurance will no longer be purchased directly but 
through regional superagencies. So what is this supposed to 
do? Well, the theory is that the superagencies will have 
more purchasing power than individuals or companies that 
now do business directly with insurers. The economic clout 
of the super purchasers is supposed to get good bargains 
[rom the insurers. And, at least in managed competition 
theory, this is supposed to result in savings so that health 
coverage becomes accessible, to more and more people. 



'The idea that you could get any more than marginal, 
temporary savings from such a plan is dub~ous. It might 
mean the little guy could get the discounted premium rates 
that a big corporation gets, but this would do little to 
arrest the general rise in health care prices. On top of this, 
you would be adding the expense of a whole new bureau
cracy between the insurers and purchasers of health care. 

The theory that superagency purchasers, in and of them
selves, will lead to universal coverage is just a pious wish. 
There will still be a need to find funds to pay for universal' 
coverage. If Clinton wanted to get a really significant 
source of savings he should eliminate the private insurance 
companies. After -aU, if you are going to create new 
agencies just ,to pool money to,purchase health care, what 
Pllrpose do the insurance companies serve? All they would 
do is continue to suck $100 billion or so from the health 
care system for doing nothing. 

Various theorists of managedi competition admit that 
eliminati~g private insurance and having a Canadian-style 
universal government health insurance would save more 
money tl1an their own plan and give everyone health cover
age. But, they argue, this is just not politically practical 
under u.s. conditions. Why? Because of the clout of the 
medical establishment in Washington. In other words, their 
main argument for managed ~ompetition is that the health 
capitalists oppose serious reforms. What a powerful argu
ment - against managed competition! Not surprisingly, 
several years ago some insurance monopolies, realizing that 
some change was coming, set up their own managed com
petition "think tank" which has greatly influenced the 
Clinton plan. ' 

But if Clinton is,1).ot willing to take a serious measure 
like cutting' out parasites like the· insurance companies, 
where will his. funds for extending coverage come from? 

Recently, Clinton floated the idea of price controls on 
health care costs. However, they are only supposed to last 
two years. As long as Clinton has no intention of substan
tially changing the present system, price controls will be no 
more than a brief ,interlude between soaring costs. It will 

. be like putting a flea in front of a rampaging elephant. ' 
However, even talk of a tiny restriction on doctors fees 

is not to the liking of the American Medical Association, 
the main doctors' organiz;ation, last seen ~ryingabout how 
they are being left out of Hillary Clinton's traveling health 
forum show. What they don't mention is they are wheeling 
and dealing in the back rooms with high administration 
officials. Even if the AMA winds up chaffing under 
Clinton's plan, managed competition is designed to preserve 
the basic status quo and fat incomes for doctors. The main 
thing in Clinton's "cost control" measures is not reining in 
the medical establishment's money-making, but limiting 

'health care. For example, Clinton advisors are suggesting 
taxing company-paid health benefits that exceed some 
minimum benefits package. This is intended to drive work
ers with something approaching adequate health coverage 
into bargain-baSement HMO's that have all sorts of restric
tions on getting medical care. This tax proposal is meant 
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to punish people for having plans enabling them to get 
necessary medical treatment. 

At the same time, this proposal does nothing about the 
real problem of doctors who perform needless operations 
and other 'treatment just to make a financial killing. 

The tax proposals - who will pay? 

All sorts of other taxes are being floated as well. At 
. one time or another, a Value Added Tax, which is essen
tially a sales tax on everything, or a sin tax on alcohol and 
tobacc~ or a gasoline tax have been suggested. Different 
capitalist interests are squabbling over which one they 
prefer, but all of these tax schemes share one ,thing. The 
poorer you are, the harder they will hit you. 

Such measures show how Clinton is tailoring his plan 
for big business. The larger companies are the ones that 
tend to have company-paid health insurance for their 
employees. They want to get out from under these costs 
and they see national health care as a way to do this. 
Clinton ,is doing his best to accommodate their wishes. -
What employer wouldn't like to see a tax proposal that 
presslJred workers to switch their health plan to the 
cheapest one around? And companies with big health care 
expenditures see a plan to finance health care through 
regressive taxes as a way to dump more of the ,burden for 
their employees health insurance onto the working masses 
as a whole. 

So when we look at Clinton's plan we see it is crafted 
so as to maintain the profits of the health industry and cut 
costs for the capitalists. Some new funds will be thrown 
into the current marke~place madness, some regulations will 
be tacked on, and voila, this is supposed to be health care 
reform. Clinton's other priority is to cut costs for the 
capitalists. Any system of universal care is destined to take 
a back seat to these interests. 

The workers must make their 
Imprint on health reform 

The workers and poor cannot stand idly by in this situa
tion. For us, the issue is not how to keep the health aristo
crats happy or save the company money. It is insuring the 
health care needs of the masses are met and met now. 

Any big improvement in health care for the masses 
requires a radical change in the whole medical system. But 
as we fight to bring about a better health care system, 
there are some smaller skirmishes that also must be fought. 
Workers must resist the attempts of employers to shift 
health care costs onto them or cut benefits for themselves 
and retirees, and demand coverage for all employees. As 
well, we need struggles to maintain and extend present 
government health programs and need topIess for more 
research and treatment for AIDS and other illnesses. 

When we talk about the workers fighting back, we 
emphasize that the success of the struggle depends on the 
extent to which the Iank-and-file get themselves organized. 
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There is no point in hoping the trade union officials will 
do the job. The labor bureaucrats refuse to wage a serious 
struggle against employer takebacks. And now they ~re 
watering down their own former demands for a Canadian
type system of national health insurance so they can line 
up behind the managed competition scheme of their hero, 
Clinton. UA W president Owen Bieber has even said he 
would go along with regressive VAT taxes to pay for health 
care. 

The day-to-day struggles with the employers and the 
government are important in their own right. But they also 

. can play a role in helping the workers·· leave their' class. 
imprint on the question of what type of national health 
care we have. They can help develop the workers' ability 
to organize and fight. And these struggles create a good 
climate to discuss what for~ of national health care system 
would best serVe the masses. 

Ultimately, we would like to see the overthrow of 
capitalism and the establishment of a socialist health care 
system. (This will be the subject of the next speech.) But 
even now, under capitalism, the world has already shown 
many examples where some form of nationalized health 
care has done a lot better than what our "free market" 
model or Clinton's slight tinkering can accomplish. These 
nationalized systems have their problems, which have grown 
more serious as the capitalist governments slash social 
programs to deal with their budget crises.' Still, on the 
whole, the n~tionalized systems show tha~ there can be 
health reforms that provide fairly comprehensive health 
care for all, and more economically to boot. What is the 
secret that makes such a health system possible in these 
other countries? 

These governments have been 'forced to accept that their 
health care systems should not exist only for the purpo~e 
of making money. Health care should also be a right all 
the people are entitled to. This means that while their 
health care systems haven't done away with the profit 
motive, while the systems are still run for the benefit of the 
capitalists as a whole, some institutions of medical prof~t
eering have been eliminated. And this makes a real differ
ence. 

Canada did away with its private insura~ce system and 
replaced it with a governmenHun national health insur
ance., This gave all Canadians the right to get medical 
treatment at a doctor of their chOOSing without, worrying 
about being able to afford it. 

The elimination ofl private insuranCe for treatment 
covered by government insurance has resulted in a fairly 
simple system with much less bureaucracy. This saves a 
bunch of money. Canada has half the bureaucratic costs 
of the U.S. Canadian doctors face less paperwork and this 
has been one 'thing that has helped reconcile themselves 
to the system which had to be established in the face of 
doctors' strikes.' 

The system is not ideal. It has experienced underfinanc
ing .and soaring health cost~, but per person health cost still 
remain 45% higher in the U.S. Canadians may have to, get 
on waiting lists for some non-emergency treatment, but in 
the U.S. 60 million people can't even get on the list while 
others go broke paying for treatment. 

In other countries, like Great Britain and Sweden, not 
only does the government pay for everyone's health care, 
the hospitals were taken over' by the government and most 
or all of the doctors became salaried employees of a 
nat!onal health service. The result? A more rational 
distribution ·of medical services· and more reasonable 
doctors' incomes. 

,.~ , 

Unfortunately, budg~t crises and market reforms are 
being implemented in both countries and this has brought 
about, in Britain at least, a marked deterioration of health 
services. Even with this, universal coverage remains with 
virtually no out of pocket expenses. And the whole system 

. costs only a fraction of our "free market" system. 
. The improvements in medical care under the national

ized systems in other countries are~further proof the profit
mad system in the U.S. has got to go. It is time for 
medicine for profit to yield to medicine as a right. No 
longer must success of the system be determined by how 
wealthy the health industry has become but by how far it' 
has solved the health problems of the masses. 

The elimination of the private insurance companies is 
the very least that will be necessary. Other sectors of for
profit medicine should be cut out as needed to provide 
quality care to all. And the system must be financed by 
taxes on the rich and the corporations. The rich caused 
this crisis - let them pay for it! 

Prospects 

The radical changes that are needed are not going to 
come about from appeals to reason to the powers-that-be. 
lt will require a powerful struggle. Unfortunately, the fairly 
low level of struggle at present means it's quite possible 

. that Clinton's plan will be set up in some form before the 
masses are able to greatly impact the shape of national 
health care. However, the more struggle that can be 
mounted t()day, the more Clinton will feel pressure to at 
least speed up .the process of extending health insurance. 

In any case, the fight for health care will go on. And 
having the fight take place on the issue of national health 
care at least means the· struggle tends to be more unified 
compared to fighting workplace by workplace, contract by 
contract. 

So let us help push forward the day-to-day struggle for 
, better health care. Let us campaign in the workplaces and 
poor communities for a workers agenda on national health 
care. C 
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S,ocialism . and the future 
of health care 

Below is the second speech at this year's May Day meeting 
of the MLP-Detroit:· 

The first speech of this meeting [also printed in this 
issue of the Supplement] showed that the present crisis, of 
health care is the crisis of medicine for profit. Marketplace 
medicine is going backward, and it is unable to deal with 
today's conditions. -

The problem with marketplace medicine is not just the 
price, or even the lack of universality, but how it is carried 
out as well. 

It is pretty good at solving certain emergencies where 
. the .doctor can recognize the problem and cut it o~t with 

a knife. It is pretty good at solving problems which respond 
to vaccinations or to pills. 

But it has a hard time with many chronic conditions. 
Millions of people suffer chronic pain and various disabili"· 
ties that the .. doctors have pooh~poohed. It comes out 
recently, for example, that the doctors haven't taken 
seriously many complaints of women, instead regarding 
women as complainers, nor have they have done studies of 
the effects of various treatments on women as opposed to 
men. 

Moreover, the pursuit of profit has led marketplace 
medicine to one abuse after another. It has led it to a sea 
of unneeded operations, highly profitable for the doctors 
and hospitals but dubious for the patients. Almost one out 
of every four births is a cesarian; it seems unlikely that this 
many caesareans are needed or else human beings would 
never have survived to our present, infamous twentieth 

. century. The rate of hysterectomies is astonishing high, and 
studies show little difference in the health of neighboring 
towns where cine has twice or three times the rate of 
hysterectomies as the other . 
. The. eliHsm of the medical system causes major prob

lems. The doctors are isolated on top, making gigantic 
salaries, whiie the vast wealth of experience· of the nurses 
and other medical staff isJeft aside. This means that while 
a minority of doctors' may have the people's interest in 
mind or even place themselves on the line for the people 
like the late Dr. David Gunn, the majority of doctors are 
cocksure overlords. 

Moreover, the medical establishment is Iethargic about 
a: number of important issues a~fecting the people's health 
because they affect the profits of the ruling class even 
more: . 

. ' There is the devastation of health by pollution. 
There is the flood' of workplace injuries that afflicts the 

working class. . 
And there is the extreme poverty of a section of the 

population, which has health conditions typical of an 
undeveloped country under a savage dictatorship. 

The nature and limits. of national health care 

Can these problems be solved by national hea1th plans, 
such as the Canadian plan, or even the more extensive 
Swedish system? 

We stand for a universal health care, for a national plan, 
because such plans are a big advance on what we have 
today. They cut away certain layers of medicine for profit, 
such as the insurance companies. They suggest basic health 
care is a right of the people. They remove the decision to 
give basic care to the people from the realm of the market
place. They ease conditions for the majority of the popula- , 
tion . 

It's still connected to profit 

But,they are still not a full system of health care based 
on the people's needs; they are still not socialist plans. 
Despite what many reformists say, despite what the Detroit 
News and the conservatiVe press shout every day, govern
ment programs are not socialism. 
. A national health care system is still connected to profit. 
Maybe not the immediate treatment, but the supporting 
industries, 'which are still run on a profit basis. In Canada, 
for example, the medical supply industries, drug industries, 
etc. are run for profit, and the national health plan feeds 
these industries. Drug prices, for example, are only low in 
Canada by comparison to those in the United States. 

¥oreover, the doctors remain a privileged elite, and the . 
government bureaucrats maintain a series of cozy pos,itions. 

And the health system as a whole is run by the ruling 
class, so it is used to lower costs for the rest of the 
capitalist. class. And it is prevented from infringi~g too 
strongly on the unhealthy practices of various capitalists, 
from pollution to workplace practices. 

What is soCialism? 

Socialism isn't just a government program. The nile of 
the marketplac~ isn't eliminated by a government .regula
tion; it is just restricted and channeled a bit. Socialism 
means eliminating the entire system . of production for 
profit. It means that the affairs of society aren't just run by 
a government of the rich elite, but that a party of the 
working class takes over the government. And even more 
than that, it doesn't just mean technocrats .administering a 
system, even socialist technocrats, but the popUlation as a 
whole directing production and the affairs of society. And 
it means not just a change in government policies, but a 
transformation of .the entire economy and politics, which 
will result eventually in eliminating all ruling parties, 
governments, and class antagonisms. 
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This type of socialism, workers', socialism or true 
communism, alone is compatible with mass, involvement in 
health care and protecting the environment, not, as an 
exception, but as a rule. It alone breakS down the barriers 
between the different medical personnel and between them 
and the people. 

Let's take another look at some of the problems of 
modern health care I listed earlier, and see what a national 
system can do, and what a full system of health care for 
the people could do. Let's start with a few things that a 
national system could do. ' 

Universality 

Take the problem of providing universal health cover\1ge. 
This is one thing that the national systems can accomPlish. 
It means that workers can be freed of the fear ofdisas~er 
from illness striking their families, freed from the w~:my 
that the company they work for doesn't offer a health plan, 
or of being caught with medical expenses while between 
jobs, Or while moving to another' city. But marketplace 
medicine in the U.S. is incapable of providing such ,.... . .' 
assurance. 

It can be' noted, however, that the there is constant 
pressure on the universal naturp o'f coverage by' the 
capitalist governments. Now that there has been over a 
decade of economic difficulties even in the richest coun~' 
tries, social benefits are being cut back. In countries with 
national health care, the health system is so popular th~t 
it is political suicide to openly attack it. Yet the govern
mentschop away at it around the edge.Prodt\ctivityofth¢ 
workforce increases, wealth increases, yet capitalism can't 
even provide universal, coverage on a stable basis. The 
workers of Canada and Western Europe have~o be vigilant 
or they are in danger of losing their prized accomplish~ent 
of universal care. . 

Preventive care 

Next js the issue of preventive care. The national plans 
do far more, for this than, marketplace medicine. They 
extend such care to everyone. Public health measures to 
deal with sexually-transmitted diseases, or contagious 
diseases like tuberculosis, require treatment for, the ,entire 
population. The national plans do better at, this than 
marketp'lace medicine. '. 

However, the national plans can't necessarily deal with 
preventive, care that infringes on the interests of the 
corporations. For example, we shall ,discuss separat~ly 

workplace issues and environmental issues, but dealing with 
them is really a component part of preventive care .. 

As well,' in this day and age of social cutbacks, the 
workers will have to be vigilant to ensure that any national 
plan that is now implemented provides adequate preventive 
care. The Democrats assure us that preventive care is cast
effective. But actually a preventive system"c9sts money now, 
while the bad consequences of lack of care can always be 

put off to the future. Only a preventive system based on . 
, concern for health, not for the bottom line, can be reason-
, ably comp~ete. 

Two-tier care 

There is the problem of two-tier care: one treatment for 
the rich and another for everyone else. Under marketplace 
medicine today we even have three- or four-tier medicine: 
lavish attention to the rich; moderate attention to workers 
with health plans; and emergency rooms at best for the 
poor. The national plans level out the treatm~nt. However, 
under capitalism, the rich always Jeave themselves a 
loophole. The Canadian plan covers basic care, but present
ly leaves other important aspects including dental care to 
marketplace medicine. The German plan is something of a 
model for the Clinton administration; they start with the 
German plan and subtract anything reasonable from it. The 
German plan however has the wealthier 9% of its 'popula
tion outside its sickness funds and in private plans. 

Even in a nationaL pian that officially embraces every
o.ne, the privileged are given red-carpet treatment. Never
theless, such plans provide the closest to equal care for all 
that is possible under capitalist conditions. 

In socialism, however, the whole basis of the division of 
the, country into rich and poor is abolished. The extra 
privileges for the wealthy thus vanish too. Socialism also 
reintegrates 'mental and manual labor, thus eliminating 
another'source of prejudice and privilege. When socialism 
reaches the point of a classless society, then the very 

, nature of society is incompatible with two-tier medicine., 
And these features, universal care and preventive 

, medicine and a single standard for -all, were the best 
: features of national plans, where they shine. Let's look at 
, some other features. 

, Ellitism; 

The doctors are a privileged elite in this country. The 
( average doctor in private practice makes almost $200,000 
I a year" after alJ expenses including insurance. Even a 
, national system, when it is imposed after the doctors have 

become used to such a status, can usually do little. The 
Canadian doctors, for example, are only lower paid in 
comparison to American doctors, and they are not recon~ 
ciIed to their pay status. 

This elitism affects the cost of the system. There is no 
way that health care won't bear heavily on the people if it 
is expected to continue to support the medical elite, both, 
doctors ,and health industry ,management, in the lifestyle of 
kings. But moreo:ver, it also affects the nature of health 

" \,:are, such as whether most doctors will have sympathy for 
working people, and what connection they will have to 
other medical staff. 

At present, there are experiments in this country in the 
use of nurse practitioners to do many medical tasks. But 
under the present system, this is an exception, and more-



over it is connected with' the id~a of professionalizing some 
of the nurses rather than bridging the gap between doctors 
and all medical personnel. 

Workplace issues 

One source of misery tind illness for the workers is the 
workplace. The'ordinary disregard of the capitalists for the 
workers' health is being intensified in the productivity drive 
dominating most of the last two decades. 

For one thing, speed-up has resulted in repetitive stress 
injury becoming a national epidemic. You can take any 
job, even those which might be rather pleasant in them
selves, and make it a nightmare by doubling or tripling its 
speed. And; if the workers are still on, their feet, combine 
the job with additional responsibilities. Then add computer 
monitoring of workers' performance, 'and even of whether 
they go to the toilet, and the stress itself will cripple. 

No national health system will stop this, speedup. So 
'long as industrial prOduction is for profit, a plague of injury 
and misery will be upon us. Only under socialism does the 
health of the workers figure in as a priority matter in 
deciding the methods of production. The integration of 
health care with the workplace is one of the important 
features of socialist care. But under capitalist production 
for profit, not only is industrial medici~e often a joke, but 
it is often a way of deciding how much one can speed up 
the worker without having an injury that can be proved in 
court to be t:p.e responsibility of the employer. 

Environmental pollution 

Pollution IS another factor of tremendous importance to 
health. Many health problems are related to it. Since the 
medical establishment doesn't want to trend on the toes of 
industry, it has pooh-poohed this.' This has helped the 
exploiters impose bad environmental conditions, especially 
on the minorities and the poor. The rich hope that they 
can go live in clean neighborhoods, while the poor suffer 
the cons~quences. , 

As a result, not only is pollution rampant, but there isn!t 
an adequate picture of pollution as a whole alid'its health 
effects. And even when a particular pollutant 'becomes, a 
problem, the government drags its f~et: 

Take lead poisoning. For decades it has been known that 
millions of children (and adults too) have 'suffered from 
lead poisoning, which makes their lives miserable. This lead 

, pOisoning was particularly concentrated in 'the inrter-cities. 
So what did the government do?, " 

The government finally 0 phased in non-leaded fuel 0 for 
motor vehicles, so slowly that it was only in the early 1280s 
that the lead in air finally subsided. Meanwhile another 
source of lead poisoning is leaded paint. This was only 
banned for residential use in 1977, and just about all 
houses built before 1980 have leaded paint. As well" lead 
pollution continues through the water, and the soil. 

The result? It is estimated that about one in eight 
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children in Michigan has a dangerously elevated level of 
lead in their blood stream. And in Detroit? Our wonderful 
city government actually requires the use of lead solder in 
repairs to water mains, ,thus ensuring that the water will 
never lack for this poison. The streets may have potholeS, 
the alleys may overflow with 'garbage, but the residents of 
Detroit will never lack for this valuable chemical, which 
will be 'stored in the bones of their children. But there's 
nothing to fear: the water department distributes brochures 
to homes with the helpful hint to let the water run for a 
full mill-ute from a faucet before using the water for drink
ing or cooking. While requiring lead in plumbing is a par
ticular stroke of genius of Mayor Young's minions, other 
cities too have lead problems and tell people to run their 
water before using it. 
o This is only one of many environmental problems. It will 
not go away with national health care. At best, we can 
expect better screening of children for lead poisoning, and 
more treatment of children, which presently means an 
oppressive and difficult system of injections. 

It is only under socialism that environmental factors 
become ,important in the 0 very planning of industrial 
production. Under socialism, medicine is fused with the 
workplace and industrial concerns, thus reaching a new 
level of effectiveness. ' 

Anti-people ideology 

Another issue is anti-people ideology. Sinc~ it is typical 
for the medical establishment and the ruling class to 
downplay environmental and workplace issues, some other 
way has to be found to explain health problems. So 
blaming, the people is typical. 

.Indeed, today there is a movement of companies to fine 
workers for life-style issues, under the 0 pretext that the 
workers' poor lifestyle is responsible for their medical 
problems. It is just starting, but it seems to be spreading 
rapidly. According 0 to these companies, is job stress a 
problem? Nah, if only the worker exercised every day (after 
his compulsory overtime, no doubt), it would be OK And 
dangerous chemicals? The proper studies won't be complete 
on the 0 chemicals for another twenty years, so maybe by 
then the chemical will be obsolete anyway. And the 

o insecurity of life in a recession? Don't mention it. 
So some companies are adding $100 a month to the 

health premium of workers who won't answer a detailed 
questionnaire on their life-style, or who give' the wrong 
answers. If this is allowed to continue, we can expect to 
see it in "managed competition" some day too. 

A socialist health system addresses workplace and 
environmental concerns, rather than seeking to blame the 
victims. 0 

Poverty 

Finally, let's note that poverty itself is one of the biggest 
causes of health problems. A national health plan could 
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prevent impoverishment by medical premiums. But it could 
not eliminate the system of mass _~hemployment, discrimina
tion against minorities; bad schooling, and other sources of 
mass impoverishment. This requires a social transformation 
of the entire society. 

Workers must put their stamp on the system 

A national health plan is thus not the same as a socialist 
plan. But a national plan wmiId bring needed relief for the 
workers today. Yet, as we see by examining even the. strong 
points of national health care, such as universality, it turns 
out that national health plans are unstable. The working 
class must organize in its own right to ensure that these 

_ plans live up to their promises. Whether on universality, 
workplace issues, fighting anti-people ideology, or other 
health issues, the working class Il}ust put its stamp on the 
health care system. 

In socialism, there is no longer a division into workers 
and exploited, and the population as a Whole will naturally 
take a -hand in something that interests it so much as 
health care. But under present system, the rank-and-file 
workers must wage a struggle against their employers and 
the government in order to have their say. This struggle 
faces us today. 

Or else universal care will always be a promise, not a 
reality. 

Or else two-tier system will always come back in some 
form or other, with lesser care for workers, and hardly any 
care for the poor. 

Or else workers will have no privacy and have their 
"life-style" at the disposal of othets. 

Or else there will be no check on the privi1eg~d medical 
elite and the bureaucrats. 

Today is the day after May Day. Originally, May Day 
stemmed from the 8-hour day movement. The'S-hour day 
was not brought to this country by leaders in Wa.shington, 
by politicians, or by economic experts. It was demanded by 
the working class. And obtaining the 8-hour day, in so far 
as we did obtain it, was a victory of the economic views of 
the working class over the free marketplace fimaticism, the 
marketforce rhetoric, of the capitalists. It "told indeed upon 
the great contest between the blind rule of the supply and 
demand laws which form the political economy of the 
middle class,and social production controlled by social 
foresight, which forms the political economy of the working 
class'"~ (1). That is how Marx referred 'to th~ limitation of 

::~.~. . . 

work hours in Britain, and" ifdw undoubtedly it was in (he 
U.S. as we)!. . 

And the 8-hour day is undoubtedly one of the things 
that helped increase' the health of the working class. 
Today's erosion of the 40-hour week into a faraway dream 
for many, with the reality of overtime or even two jobs, is 
one of the factors making life a hell today, and undermin
ing the people's health. 

Today the workers are faced with winning a battle over 
marketplace fanaticism, not only to limit work hours again, 
,but to get health care as an entitlement, as a right. They 
must limit the marketplace factors bearing on health care. 

But moreover, we must organize tobi-ing a new society 
to this country. 

The health care crisis shows that the present system is, 
from the poilit of view of the structure of the economy, 
ripe for change. On health 'care, as on other fronts, 
capitalism is proving incapable of managing the gigantic 
forces of production that have been unleashed by human 
ingenuity in'the past few centuries',More production, and 
it leads to unemployment. More technology, and it leads to 
crisis. More health Care advances, and it leads to lack of 
coverage. And the only way out is going to a national sys
tem and restricting marketplace medicine. 

The only lasting way out is eliminating the marketplace 
society altogether. Only then will there be socialist medi
cine. Only then will mediciile for health rather than for 
profit become a true reality. Only then will the people look 
back to the health insurance company; the evaluator who 
denies health claims; tl).e drug company that pushes piJIs; 
and the medical establishment that; delivers up to one
fourth the babies in cesarian sections, as the barbaric tools 
of torture of a novel written by a future Stephen King. 0 

(1) See Marx's Inaugural Address of the Working Men's 
Intemational Association, which. contains the passage: 
" ... This struggle about the legal restriction of the hours ()f 

labor raged the more fiercely since, apart from frightened 
avarice, it told indeed upon the great contest between the 
blind rule of the supply and demand laws which form the 
political economy of the middle class, and social production 
controlled by social foresight, which forms the political 
economi of the working class. Hence the Ten Hours' Bill 
was not only a great practical success; it was the. victory 
of a principle; it was the firsttime that in broad daylight 

, the political econoniy of the middle class succumbed to the 
political eqonomy of the working class." 0 
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Some health care terms 
Below we define and comment on a few tenns being tossed 

around in the cun-ent health care debates, which so greatly 
affect the workers and poor. 

Traditional insurance 

In retu~n for monthly premiums, the insurance company 
pays for a greater or lesser part of the patient's expense for 
medical treatment. And it pays the doctor on a fee-for

,service basis: that is, it pays for each individual treatment 
. or t~st or procedure, rather than paying a lump sum per 
patient or per patient afflicted by some disease or condi
tion. (Of course, it only pays for those treatments or 
procedures that are covered by the policy, and only up to . 
the limit of the policy.) The insurance company does not 
have any role with regard to the subscriber's health except 
paying for each individual medical treatment. 

Comment: 
Originally, the insurance companies .paid for whatever 

treatment was covered by the subscriber's insurance policy, 
generally according to whatever any licen~ed doctor said 
(the policies would differ as to whether various types of 
doctors were considered legitimate, such as chiropractors, 
for example). But over the last number of -years, the 
insurance companies have become stricter in making their 
own estimate of whether treatment was needed, or what 
treatment. They may even hire special companies for the 
purpose of authorizing or denying treatment This has 
resulted in often denying payment fat treatment, and in 
creating a lot more 'papeIWork for doctors. 

There have also been escalating rate increases for people 
with he~lth policies. Those who are sick. or whom the 
insurance companies expect to become sick face a especial
ly difficult position. The insurance companies increase their 
rates each year so much (even doubling or tripling them) 
that many such people are forced to drop coverage. . 

And those applying for new coverage may find pre-exist
ing conditions an~ either not· covered, or else alI coverage 
is denied. This is not something entirely new, but it is 
being applied in a stricter and stricter way. Indeed, the 
insurance companies have a more and more flexible def
inition of what constitutes a pre-existing condition, ·and 
they look more and more closely at any indication of future 
problems. There is worry that the insurance companies may 
go as far as requiring genetic testing. . 

Many workers are forced to stay at one job, because if 
they leave they will lose their medical coverage and be 
unable to find new coverage at a reasonable price. 

The insurance companies spend large suI11s for evaluators 
to decide who to accept for coverage and at what price, for 
evaluators to decide what treatment to authorize, and for 
inflated salaries for armies of executives. AIl this expense 
is aside from profits. 

Managed Care: 

This usually refers to health insurance plans, such as 
health maintenance organizations and preferred-provide 
organizations, that regulate the type of care the patient 
gets. They supposedly aren't . simply concerned with paying' 
for each individual treatment, but with having an overall 
picture of the care for each patient. This is supposed to 
control costs. Some of them may be available only'for 
group purchasers (for example, for alI the employees at a 
workplace). 

Comment: 
The managed care networks claim to take c~re of 

preventive care, promote regular checkups, etc. This is 
supposed to follow from their self-interest in trying to avoid 

. paying for expensive medical bills later. While managed 
care groups are more interested in certain basic. health 

. measures'than traditional insurance, that's not saying much: 
Furthermore, the overview of health care by the man

aged care,l1etwork may mean making it harder for the 
subscriber to get service. The subscriber may have to get 
permission for a medical procedure,other than justa· 
reputable doctor's evaluation. For example, one generally 
has to be referred to specialists through a primary doctor. 
The final measure of the plan's effectiveness is how few 
services it has to give, which is often identified with the 
patient being in good health, although it is not necessarily 
the same thing. 

If one has to buy a managed-care health policy individ
ually, one faces all the same restrictions on pre-existing 
conditions that one faces in traditional insurance. More
over, as health care costs have escalated, group plans are 
facing similar pressures as individuals. Insurance companies 
raise the rate for the whole group as individuals get sick: 
this is especially a problem for small groups,small com
panies, etc. but can affect even large groups as well. 

. It is claimed that these networks can achieve savings 
through group-discount rates from doctors. But to keep 
doctors in their networks, many managed Care networks 
wind up paying them about the going rate, and they also 
pay such rates for medical supplies, etc. 

Moreover, some managed care networks are owned by 
physicians and hospitals and aren't likely to change their 
practices. 

PPO (preferred provider organization): 

A type of health insurance in which . the insurance 
company:. 

1) contracts with certain hospitals and doctors to provide 
services for its subscribers; and 

2) subscribers' expenses are covered if they use these 
particular hospitals and doctors, and they have to pay a 
higher fee if they use any other hospitals or doctors. 
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HMO (health maintenance organization): 

A type of group health coverage which generally has 
the following features: 

1) particular hospitals and doctors are part of the HMO; 
and 

2) the coverage only applies if the patient uses hospitals 
and doctors who are part of the particular HMO, else you 
pay most or all expenses yourself. 

Comment: 
0riginally, HMO's sometimes had distinctive features, 

like centralizing doctors in a hospital or clinic, in which 
they may have peen salaried employees, and which may 
have had some idea of comprehensive care. 

But especially since the laws were revised in the 1970s, 
this has changed. Today an HMO need be nothing more 
than an insurance company contracting with a preferred list 
of doctors and hospitals and clinics, which the patient has 
to go to. This is about the same as a PPO, except that an 
HMO may make it harder to see a doctor outside the 
preferred list. . 

Some HMO's provide decent service, but other HMOs 
and PPOs make getting all but bare bones treatment into 
torture. For example, you have to see a gate-way doctor in 
order to see a specialist, and the HMO or PPO may put 
tons of obstacles and paperwork between the patient and 
the needed specialist. 

There is much talk about how HMO's supposedly 
control costs,' with preventive care preventing serious and 
costly health problems from arising. Sounds good, but the 
reality is not so 0 grand, especially during the last decade 
during which many HMOs have deteriorated. They cut 
costs by increasing out-of-pocket expenses for the patient 
and placing restrictions on getting treatment. 

Meanwhile, the emphasis on cost control procedures has 
ended up generating big costs, due to tons of paperwork 
and the hiring of fat cat administrators. This is to the tune 
of 10-18% of the cost of premiums. As well, the HMO's 
hire outside agencies which increase the red tape you have 
to go through to get treatment. Over $7 billion dollars goes 
to these outside agencies. 0 

Managed competition: 

A health care -reform which involves· maintaining the 
present private health system (marketplace or competitive 0 

medicine) with more systematic governmen~ regulation (the 
'managed' part of "managed competition"). The main idea 
is that those who want health insurance will not pay the 
insurance companies directly but give it to new super
agencies who will then negotiate with insurance companies 
to obtain "managed care" health pl3:ns to provide coverage. 

Government regulations at various points of this proce
dure are supposed to solve the ills of the competitive 
medicine: l~ck of coverage for tens of millions, no coverage 
or ultra-high costs for those who already have serious 
illnesses, etc. , 

Comment: 
ClintQn wants "managed competition." So do the big 

health-coverage monopolies .because they don't want more 
radical reforms that will cut thelr profiteering out of the 
picture. The large insurance companies are interested'in 
"managed competition" because a shakeout among insur
ance ~ompanies is expected (with or without Clinton's 

o reform plans), and "managed competition" may give the 
larger insurance companies a leg up over other insurance 
companies in obtaining business on a large scale. Converse-
ly, the smaller insurance companies are worried about, 
"managed cqmpetition" and prefer simply pumping more -
money into the present setup. 

Managed competition is often equated with providing 
health care for everyone. But this is only a promise: read 
the fine print. Clinton has often talked of only providing 
universaL coverage gradually with the money that will 
allegedly be saved by managed competition. So this 
coverage depends on the new system saving money, which 
then may go towards covering more people. Since the plan 
is based on the money-eating machine otherwise known as 
the medical system profiteers, there is little chance this 
plan will 0 save much money. 

o The idea that purchasing through a big group, the super
: agency, will stem the profiteering of the medical establish
ment and save lots of money seems unlikely since this was 
supposed to be the virtue of the "managed care" networks 
themselves. Managed competition will now add another 
expensive bureaucracy to manage the:;, managed care 
networks. 

o Single-payer system: 

, A health system where the government is the . 
I 0 

IOnly;.payer of the people's medical expenses, or at least of 
oj much of their basic health care. In essence, the government 
jis the insurer for 'the whole population. 'It elimimites 
!private 0 insurance for. those medical procedures it covers. 
i Comment: 
! A real single-payer plan would bea step forward 
!because it would eliminate the profiteering of the priyate 
linsurance industry over basic health care (since private 
jinsurance would not be involved at all) and eliminate a 
!good' deal of the costly paperwork and bureaucracy in the 
lrnedical system. It would also mean everyone would be 
Jentitled to basic health care as a right. r Unfortunately, the meaning of the term has been 
ktretched. Since the term "single-payer" has become 
~opular, some supporters of "managed competition" claim 
,this is a single-payer system. They say the regional super
rgeo ncies that contract with private insurance companies 
Fould be single payer. But the "managed competition" 
~uper-agencies simply direct the whole hodge-podge system 
~f private insurance, rather than replacing it. "Managed 
to ompetition" is actually an alternative to what "single
fayer" originally mea~t. 
I 



Medicaid: 

A program financed by federal. imd state funds that pays 
for some medical procedures for po~r people. 

Comment: 
The Medicaid programs does not cover tens of .millions 

of people who can't afford health insurance but are not 
poor enough to qualify. Doctors and hospitals increasingly 
refuse to treat Medicaid patients because they get higher 
payments, from privately insured patients. 

Medicare: 

A federal program of health insurance for the elderly. 

" 

National' health care: 

This refers to the goveqlment ensuring a national system 
of health care. It can take many forms, ranging .from the 
use of regulations and budget controls over a multitude of 
private "sickness funds" (Germany) to universal national 
health insurance (canada) to nationalization of the medical 
care delivery system (Britain, Sweden). 

The Canadian system: 

A system of government health insurance that covers the 
whole population. The government is the "single-payer." 
The plan is administe~ed by each province, according to 
national standards, and paid for with federal and provincial 
taxes. No private insurance is allowed for services covered 
by the provincial plan~ Citizens are fre~ to pick their own 
doctors. 

Comment: 
The Canadian system is superior to the U.S. system. The 

whole population is secure in the knowledge that if they 
get sick, they do not have to worry if they can afford 
treatment. They can also move freely from job to job,city 
to city, or province to province without losing coverage. By 
eliminating the army of private insurers, and due to the 
inherent simplicity of having one single agency handling the 
medical bills, administrative costs are about ,half of those 
in the U.S. Overall, the Canadian health system costs 
substantially less than the one in the U.S. 

The quality of care is generally good but there are some 
gaps in what is provided, waiting lists for some procedures 
deeined not to be an emergency, and budget-cutting. The 
growing economic problems in Canada during the 19805 
and 1990s have resulted in cutbacks for all social programs, 
including health. A new round of cutbacks is pending, as 
the federal government seeks to cut costs and provincial 
deficits of an unprecedented size face' Ontario and some 
other prov).nces. 

The German system: 

The German system is based on a variety of "sickness 
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funds" which everyone below a certain level of income is 
required' to be in. These are private funds that have to 
meet many government regulations. 

Comment: 
The general concept of mandatory membership in these 

"social insurance" funds goes back to Bismarck in the 
1880's. The government pays the cost of the funds for the 
unemployed and pensioners. 

There is also regular private insurance available for the 
wealthy, thus a two-tier system exists. Presently about 9% \ 
of the 'population has private insurance. 

Thr~ugh the combination of sickness funds and private 
insurance, there is universal coverage." ' 

The system is financed largely through payroll taxes paid 
50~50 by employers and employees (presently equal to 6.5% 
each). Associations of the different parts of the health care 
industry negotiate doctor fees and hospital reimbursement. 
But they are limited by an overall budget cap imposed by 
the government which' tries to keep expenditures at a' 
constant percentage of wages. Over the last number of 
years the German government has impose,d a number of 
restrictions and, "reforms" in order to keep costs down. As 
the German economy totters along, more restrictions can 
be 'expected. 

Socialist medicine: 

Medicine in a socialist economy, which is run directly 
for the creation or provision of goods and services,rather 
than for profit. 

Comment: 
It is common in establishment and reformist terminology 

to refer ,to government programs as socialist. Nevertheless, 
it isn't correct. National health systems under capitalist 
governments are not socialist medicine, but still preserve 
many features of medicine for profit, such as the supporting 
medical industries being for prClfit, the system as a whole 
being run in the capitalist interest (such as cost cutting for 
the firms); positions for government bureaucrats from the 
ruling class, an inability to, vigorously attack health prob
lems that affect capitalist profits, and severe limits on mass 
initiative. 

(Nor was the medical system in th~ Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe, or' presently, China, Cuba, Vietnam and 
Korea, socialist., Despite the profound' workers' revolution 
of 1917 in Russia, and the great reforms that followed it, 
Russia did not achieve socialism but degenerated into a 
state-capitalist country. Indeed, all these countries had 
become state capitalist countries with a revisionist ideol9gy 
turning Marxism on its head in order to justify the bureau
cratic tyranny of a new ruling class, and to present a class
divided society as socialism. Their economic systems differ
ed from Western m~rketplace capitalism due to the greater 
role of the government and of the ruling party, but stayed' 
within the limits of capitalist class society. They generally 
had comprehensive national health ,systems-Cuba has a 
particularly good one, and the East German system had 
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been as good as the system in much wealthier West 
Germany-which often differed from the national systems 
in the wealthiest Western cou'ntries by the lower pay of 
doctors and the greater scarcity of resources, but they did 
not have socialist medicine.) 

Socialist medicine requires a political and economic 
system where the working masses form the governmental 
machine, from top to bottom, and also manage the econo
my. It is the final replacement of medicine for profit with 
medicine for the people, with both direct treatment and the 
supporting medical industries no longer being on a market-

.. 
At a Catholic college: 

, . . { .. 

place basis. The rigid division of mental· and manual labor 
has been broken down in the economy as a whole, and in 

. medicine as well: no longer!lre the doctors' a privileged 
elite, living like kings, and separate from the other medical 
personnel. Mass initiative on health matters, by the people 
in general as well as by all medical personnel, is now 
possible on a regular basis. 

And for the first time a real flOWering of the integration 
of medicine with preventive treatment, environmental 
concerns, and workplace issue is possible. D 

Right-to-lifer Scheidler ,mourns the de,cline 
of that old-time religion 

Anti-abortion zealot Joe Scheidler was invited to speak 
at Chicago's ~Loyola University by the "PT0-Life University 
Students." When he arrived on April 5, he found the 
audience was mainly pro-choice Loyola students. They'had 
decided to let him speak and then to debate him in the 
question-and-answer period, apparently unaware that 
Scheidler refuses to go toe-to-toe with opponents in open 
controversy. 

Nevertheless, Scheidler dwelt so much on sin and some 
obscure religious stuff that he was laughed at, and a few 
students taunted him. Rattled, he complained that Loyola 
was supposed to be a Catholic school, yet at so-called 
Catholic schools the students have. no respect for the 

church or her teachings, laugh at sin, etc. 
Scheidler gave the usual anti-abortion spiel, and summed 

it up as killing a child is the worst thing. A Women's 
Action Committee activist yelled but "How about (ucking 
a child?" referring to the mountain of child almse cases 
involving. the Chicago diocese and other priests. 

Several. people, including one pro-lifer, challenged 
Scheidler on why he's for coercion to stop abortion. He 
replied that he's never stopped a woman from going to a 
clinic. Someone from. the Emergency Clinic Defense 
Committee shouted that his book instructs people how to 
do this. Scheidler is not big on honesty. D 



., 
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Bellamy's u.to.pia and what the society 
of tomorrow:··:will look like 

. ," 

The following is based on the notes for the presentation 
given at a meeting of the friends of the Detroit Workers 
VoicelMLP on March 28. An earlier article about Bellamy's 
novel Looking Backward appeared ill our Feb. 15 issue. 

This forum is on visions of the future society, this time 
based on reading Bellamy's utopian novel of 1888, Looking 
Backward. 

Today we are told that present-day society is just about 
. as good as you can get. Why, just look at the technical 
marvels. Sure, the more marvels, and the more productivity 
advances, the more ~nemp10yment, and the more the cities 
decay, but, hey, that's life. Anything else is Soviet-style' 
tyranny. At most, we are told, you can demand a few 
dollars for charity fer the increasing victims. 

But there are alternatives; 
Socialist theory says that there will be a different society. 
Usually we go into what forces can build this alternative 

society, and how they spring from the current economiC 
and political conditions, and how the evils of this society . 
require it being swept away, but in this forum we want to ! 
take time out from the capitalist horror of today and dream 
a bit. What would a future society look like? Can there,})e 
a society where you. don't have to run faster and faster, and 
produce more and more, just to stay in the same place? 

One way to inspire such dreams is by looking back at 
various pictures of the past drawn'by writers of talent. Not' 
just Marxist pictures, =but other pictures of the future, and 
see what seems reasonable. It is time to free one's mind 

. from the constraints of what's reasonable in today's poli-
tical situation, what one can expect in the next year or 
two, or what's realistic politics, and "instead ask, what would 
a good society be? 

This is often done among the people through the read
ing of utopian novels, with their visions of the future. 
Bellamy's Looking Backward is one of the more widespread 
socialist utopias in this country. It sold over a million 
copies back in the 1890s, and it periodically has had small 
revivals. Ch. XXIII, "The Parable of the Water Tank", 
from his novel of 1897, Equality (the sequel to Looking 
Backward, which never obtained the popularity of the 
original: it was written near the end of his life, after the 
rise and fall of the "nationalist clubs", and was something 
of his political testament) was at one time made use of as 
a socialist agitational pamphlet. 

In looking at his utopia, we are more concerned with 
ideas about the future than with a overall assessment of 
Bellamy. Our concern is to let our mind consi.der what the 
future might bring, not to wear "I love Bellamy" pins. A 

, Bellamy doctrinaire might need to defend every aspect of 
BeIIamy's conception, while we are free to snip and cut, 
alter and contradict. Nevertheless, a few words about 

Bellamy may be of interest, before we pass on our real 
subject, future society. 

About Bellamy and the 'nationalists' 

The rise of industrial society gave rise to a number of 
utopias. Bellamy'S utopia differs from some of them in that 
he doesn't lament the :dse of large-scale production, .or 

. look back longingly. to the old days, but claims that it is the 
very development of large-scale production that opens up 
the possibility of freedom from misery, and of personal 
freedom as well. Charlie Chaplin's film Modem Times is.a 
picture of the rat-race of large-scale production under 
private ownership. Bellamy's view is that this same large
scale production, when freed from private interests of all 
types, will in fact. bring in prosperity. In this, he is in 
agreement with Marxism. 

But while there is much of interest in Bellamy, there are 
also some thIngs that repel. 

As to how to get to his utopia, Bellamy didn't believe 
in. the class struggl~. True, he was horrified at the exploi
tation of the workers, and thought their rebeIIion had a 
point, but he didn't see it ,going anywhere. A dra~atic 
image of his_ambivalence toward the proletarian revolt can 
be'seen in·his description of a future SCUlpture called "The 
Strikers". While supporting their struggle, he writes, in the 

. wbrds of one of his novel's character: 'Look at these faces. 
~Has the sculptor idealized them? Are they the faces of 
philosophers? Do they not bear out your statements that 
the strikers, like the workingmen generally, were, as'a rule, 
ignorant, narrow-minded men, wit~ no grasp of large ques
tions, and incapable of so great an idea as the overthrow 
of an immemorial economic order?" (Chapter XXV of 
Equality) He adds, however, that they would awaken even
tually, and that "In this slowness of awakening to the full ' 
meaning o( their revolt they were precisely on a par with 
the pioneers of all the great liberty revolutions." He looked 
to this revolution as taking place not on a class basis, but 
as a moral revival· of all society as a whole, and especially 
by what he regarded as the cultured sections. This is some
thing he never gave up, even though his own experience 
and that of his "niltionalist" movement went against it .. 

. His book Looking Backward being popular on a huge 
scale, "Bellamy clubs" were formed in many cities through
out the U.S. They were renamed as "nationalist clubs", 
reflecting their belief that the entire nation should run all 
the factories, mills, farms and means of production in . 
general. They lasted several years and went through two 
phases. . 

At first, they were based on the magazine The National
ist, which lasted froIll 1989 to 1891. Bellamy wanted to 
appeal to respectable society, including army officers and 

,I 
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members of the theosophical society, and tried to keep out 
workers and Marxist activists. But left-wing elements 
entered his clubs anyway. They were attracted to what they 
regarded as the first socialist propaganda success on such 
a mass scale among those sections of the workers and other 
people who tended at the time to be indifferent to social
ism, such as the native-born. Meanwhile, as time went on, 
the hopes that many "nationalists" entertained· in respect
able society, and in existing .governments carrying out 
Bellamy-style reforms, were disappointed. 

The subsequent founding of the more agitational New 
Natiol1, which lasted three and a half years, marked a split 
in the Bellamy movement. Especially :vith the rise of the 
Populist movement, Bellamy moved more to political 
alliance with the masses. He was now appealing to workers, 
as well as Populist-inclined farmers. And, in a departure 
from the non~political approach he favored earlier, he was 
appealing for a third party. But the Populists went into the 
Democratic Party, and it and Bellamy's movement col
lapsed. 

In his political activity, he gradually put more emphasis 
on questions of democracy and political movement: But he 
never changed his basic idea that while the workers and 
small farmers revolt was justified, it wasn't going to lead 
anywhere. Instead eventually the people would establish his 
utopia pretty much out of whole cloth, and he had no real 
idea where this would come from. . 

This is one aspect of his vision of future society being 
a utopia, something detached from' the process of how to 
get there. In so far as he outlined the possibilities 'brought 
about by large-scale production? he showed the society 
flowing from modern possibilities. But as to how to elim.;; 
inate private interests, he was at a loss. For him, .it didn't 
flow from apolitical movement, but a moral revjvaI. Soci
ety as a whole would stand up and decide to put his plan 
into practice. Indeed, he even speculated on a' mass relig
ious revival, albeit one that would meet the resistance of 
most of the clergy. And he failed to have any real idea of 
the transition period between capitaJjsm and. classless 
society. . 

Moreover, in the details of his plqn for the future, 
esp,ecially his ideas concerning the judicial system, the 
management of work, etc., he had a technocratic approach. 
This is why he called the universal labor service an "army" 
(later on he preferred to compare it to the civil service). 
He didn't believe that uniform conditions could be estab
lished throughout it except by appointing all officials from 
above, and only electing the very' top officials, and this 
through a rather odd system. 

He was criticized, and correctly, for some of these 
things. And he himself made several chang~s in his plan in 
his writings after Looking Backward, which is reflected in 
the sequel, Equality. But when this criticism went to the 
point of declaring that his utopia was a totalitarian, Soviet 
revisionist-line model, it was absurd. In this respect, it can 
be noted that, from the start, Bellamy also faced v,riticism 
of his utopia that consisted of the ordinary bourgeois com-

plaints that, if you eliminat,y the division into warker and 
exploiter, you only ~ax~. t~celess bureaucracy and state 
tyranny; the buying and sellir).g of labor power, the domina
tioIl; of the poor by the ,rich, is supposed to be the guaran-
tee of all freedom. . 

In fact, one of the interesting things in his system was 
that his belief th!lt common labor i?- large-scale production 
could preserve and enhance freedom and individuality, 
eliminating various intolerable interferences by present-day 
government and society. Meanwhile the repulsive features 
of his work are, as far as his overall conception of future 
society goes,inone sense details: they could be eliminated 
from the picture he draws, and replaced by others, without 
destroying the foundations of the utopia and having it fall 
to the ground. 

The future 

Now let's get to the fun part of the issue and start to 
dream about future society. Here we\viIl deal mainly with 
the. classless, communist society: not socialism, with its 
remaining class divisions and political antagonisms, as it 
emerges from capitalism and struggles to develop,. but a 
truly cl.assless society, which has developed beyond the 
hostilities and class struggles of its birth. As we have said, 
there is no reason to be limited to Bellamy; we shall use 
him as a takeoff point. 

Abundance 

Bellamy predicts that abundance is possible. I believe 
that the experience of the century has. shown this to be the 
case. Large-scale production has brought wonders. 

Take industrial raw materials. It was predicted sometime 
ago that industrial society would run out of raw materials, 
which would skyrocket in price. In fact, over the last 
decade or so, the prices of many basic raw materials has 
fallen and fallen, causing disaster for many of countries 
that dep.end on mining and raw material extraction. 

It is true that the demand for these raw materials is held 
down by the large part of the world's population that is in 
poverty. If all ,countries were at Western European, Japan
ese or American,standards, more raw materials would be 
demanded. As well, proper enviromnental protections still 
aren't taken. Nevertheless, the' experience of the past 
period. suggests that science and technology can make the 
same amount of products with less and less raw materials, 
and can find new sources of raw materials. So long as 

. research and technical progress continues, it should be 
technically possible to provide abundance with the raw 
materials aval.lable on earth. 

Many food. prices have also fallen OQ the world market. 
Here too there is the issue of restricted demand, due to 
mass hunger' around the world. And there is an even more 
serious issue of environmental degradation; the rape of the 
soil can't continue forever. The transformation of farming 
and shifting over to a proper 'guardianship of the soil, and 



of plant and animal life the world over, will undoubtedly 
absorb the rapt attention of a future society'for a long -time 
to come. Nevertheless, it is the division into rich and poor 
that is responsible for hunger and devastation, not the lack 
of technical possibilities. 

Bellamy lists in detail the sources of waste in private 
capitalism. Some of this reminds me of the similar '!isis, 
updated according to modern conditions, that one can frnd' , 
in the speech The Technical and Cultural Basis of Workers' 
Socialism in' The Workers' Advocate Supplement of July iO, 
1991. . . 

There are environmental concerns with. large~scale 
production. But Beiiamy was concerned with.issues suoh. as 
reforesting and the disposal of sewage~ thus taking a certain 
interest in the environment. And here too,' the way forward 
against pollution' and environmental degradation is the 
further development of ' science and technology, freed from, 
the constraints of the profit system. '. . , 

Bellamy revels in the abundance that can be brought 
. about by large-scale production in a rational society. Bets 
not just concerned with quantitative abundance (more and 
more things), but in technological innovation, in changes in 
the ways of doing things, etc. ' 

This belief in technological progress,. and large-scale 
production, was opposed by some. The English comnninist 
artist William Morris is supposed to have written a count
er-utopia to Bellamy's, called News from Nowhere: I haven't 

, had a chance to read this yet. I presume that William. 
Morris might know a good deal more about how a revolu
tionary movement actually works than Bellamy. But it.is 
said that Morris idealized the bId forms of production, and 
recoiled from modern large-scale production (perhaps in 
line with his Pre-Raphaelite preference in artistic matters). 
Some critics of Morris have had fun trying to calculate the 
humongous workweek that would be necessary if people 
tried to produce things according to Morris's artisan 
preferences. Bellamy on the contrary believes that modern 
means 'of production can insure abundance with. a short 
workweek, and with a relatively short period in the work
force before people retire' at age 45 to whatever activities 
suit them. 

One additional point should be made about large~scale 
production. Today, it is clear that this doesn't necessarily 
mean larger and iarger workplaces. The era of the truly 
gigantic factory is over for the time being. Modern produt~ 
tion is linked together like never before, but the individual 
factories and workplaces today tend to be smaller than they 
were a few decades ago. They produce a great quantity of 
goods, and they are tied together often on a, global scale, 
but the increase of production doesn't necessarily mean 

,individual workplaces with more and more' people. The 
fantastic increases in modern productivity have brought 
smaller workplaces, yet this is not a return to small-scale 
production, but another phase of mass production. 

" 
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No;money, and no wages 
• • PO. 

IJellamy paints one idea of what a,society without money 
or, wages looks like. You get an allowance for being a 
r~sident of this society. It is not based on the amount of 
your work, but on the.fact that you exist. Bellamy makes 
a big point that the morality of the society is that each 
individ~al, woman, man, or child, has the means of suste
nance because they exist; this.is separate from the issue of 
providing a workforce. . , 

Thus, Bellamy's individuals ,do have a certain allowance, 
which. they . call for' historical reasons they measure in 
dollars. But he says it is not money. Is this so? 
, " The' main 'flow of dollars in his utopia is between the 
iridividual arid the stores distributing goods. Production 
itself, . and' the flow or raw materials and semi-finished 
good~ between factories, does not depend on these dollars. 
P~ople do' not use these dollars for almost anything but 
purchasing goods ftom the stores. You can't accumulate 
dollars, aIidwhat you don't spend by the end of the year 
is canceled: Arid Bellamy supposes that in practice the 
allowaIwe is generous enough (and the society freed from 
the· compulsion' for obsessive accumulation) that most 
people won't actually spend their entire allowance; anyway. 

In' fact~thisis not really money anymore. Engels, in 
Anti-Duhring, discusses that the existence of a labor 
certificate used for bookkeeping isn't necessarily the same 
thin'g as money; (See' Part III: Socialism. Chapter IV. 
Distribution) . And in' BeII~my'ssociety, the dollars are 
perhaps even more restricted than labor certificates. 

. When everyone has this allotment to live on, woman, 
man, or child, it provides a Qasis for 'freedom and security. 
No longer is there the need to be toady to anyone for fear 
of starvation, or of one's loved ones starving. 

Moreover, it affects the whole society. IIi any society, 
people will be people. There will be frictions; controversies 
among the people jn general; disagreements at the work
place,. with coworkers and with people with authority, 
whether elected oi'ap'pointed~ But when rio o:q.e expects to 
get more money from these disputes, or to live better, and 
when no bne' fears starving as a result or living worse, it 
puts a limit on what these disputes can become. It adds a 
dignity to society not seen, perhaps, since the days of 
certain of the indigenous peoples in the New World, before 
their. sod~ties Were shattered. 

Statu'S Of women 

Bellamy devotes a good deal of attention to the effects 
of all this on women. He decries many of the problems 
'faCirigwomenas due to their lack of independent status. In 
hisso'ciety, wo~eIi have an aBotment to live on, just as 
much as men, (He talks of "to each man" all the time, but 
uses "man" as meaning man or woman, as was the custom 
when he lived .. At certain points, he explicitly states that ' 
women receive their own allotment in their own right.) 

. The marriage relation wiII change utterly, he believes, 
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when women are not. dependent on men in general, or a the state? In order to distribute workers to all needed jobs, 
single man in particular, for their livelihood or that of their there being no capitalist labor market, did 'this mean some 
children. To some extent, this already exists today among faceless bureaucrat would tell you what occupation to work 
women who work. But in present society, not all women in? . 
work qr can find a job, and also their wages may be too No. He though people would. select their professions. If 
low. In fact, while some women are independent today, there was an imbalance, certain perks of the jobs would 
there are many women who put up with abuse or end up be adjusted,such as the hours of work. By just adjustments, 
having to search high and low for the few battered . more people would be attracted to the originally less-
women's shelters that exist. Not only are these problems favored occupations, and less to the more-favored occupa-
solved by women receiving their allotment, but as well, the tions. (The additional perks would not, however, involve 
ideology behind the allotments, that everyone, man or one's livelihood: the yearly allotment is not based on one's 
woman, is equal and deserving of respect,' would add to job, hours of labor, etc., but is the same for everyone. It 
self-worth. might however involve the hours of labor.) If some job was 

It might be pointed out that many women work today, so repulsive that no one volunteered anyway, it would be 
but have a hard time with housework, which adds. a second. 1 done by rotation, but he thought there would probably be 
job to their burdens. Bellamy is enthusiastic that domestic few such jobs. . 
work should be socialized. Take' laundry. In Looking As to the government, his main view is that government 

. Backward, he stressed common laundry rather than doing would be a pale shadow of its old self. He wanted the 
it individually-once again, large-scale production to the remnants to be representative of the people, but his 
rescue rather than individual effort. In Equality, he had a c;lescription of what this would mean is truly marred by his 
different idea, that seems odd to me but perhaps makes technocratic b:i,as. 'This bias comes out, for example, in his 
sense to others. He believes that clothes will be produced description of the administration of the universal labor 
of a special material, and dis~arded when soiled, and the service,' as we shall touch on again later on. With respect 
factories will recycle them, shredding them and remaking to the rest of the government, he introduced an elaborate 
them into new clothes; Hence clothes, carpets, wall system otreferendums and other devices in Equality. 
hangings, etc. will never be washed. 

Similarly, he thought much cooking will not be done 
individually. Moreover, he thought this would dramatically 
improve the quality of meals. 

Freedom 

If society as a whole rUlTS everything, won't this mean 
dictation and tyranny? . 

He answers no, it is consistent with freedom. Moreover, 
he r~peats over and over, present society allows an aston
ishing dictation over people's lives that will be regarded as 
intolerable in the future. 

One issue he discusses is publishing. Newspapers, for. 
example, would not be run by the state. Associations of 
individuals would get together, decide on'their editor, pay 
the state (from their living allotment) for removing him 
from the labor service, and then have their own newspa
pers. 

Similarly, the state would publish whatever book or 
pamphlets were presented to 'be published. Authors would 
pay a small sum [or. the first run; and if the book was 
popular, the state would keep reprinting it, and the authors 
would be reimbursed fortheir original expense. 

His view was also that the state stores would sell 
whatever commodity was demanded. 

I have talked of communal household services. But these 
weren't compulsory. He believed inexpensive and high
quality restaurants would be available. But no one had to 
use them. He just ·thought it would be so convenient that 
just about everyone would .. 

What about choice of job? Would this be directed by 

Mental and manual labor 

Marx and Engels talked of integrating mental and 
manual labor. 0 . 

What does. this mean? This requires some thought. 
. Obviously,some occupations require training. 

Bellamy gives some examples tha.-t might inspire some 
thought about how this works out. He talks of everyone 
receiving a universal, not vocational education, until 21. 
Then they have three years of general labor,during which 
time they are introduced to many professions. Then they 
decide on an occupation, or to go to ~ professional school. 

He believes people may change their occupation several 
times in life. As well, he holds that society will believe it 
is no sin to try a profession and fail. In fact, he points out, 
it is impossible to be certain in advance how suited one is 
for a certain occupation. 

. This scheme is a bit rigid taken in itself, since some 
people might want to specialize when young, and since 
education should involve knowledge of the different 
methods of production from the start (although it shQuldn't 
be narrow training for an individual job). But the spirit of 
Bellamy's views seems to be that everyone has a broad 
education as well as training in a particular profession. 

Bellamy doesn't. deal with the question of how some of 
the distinctions. at work at present time are artificial t6 a 
greater or lesser extent. Take the distinction between 
productive work and supervisory work. Some directing 
authority is needed for any large-scale production, but 
today it is taken to extreme, and the supervisors are 
separated off. Bellamy doesn't conside.r; this. He only 



specifies that no one lives be~ter becau~e of their' position 
at work, and that there is a free flow between positions 
due. to merit. This is part of the answer to integrating 
mental and manual, supervisory and production: work, but 
hardly the total answer .. 

PartIes and government ,. , 

Bellamy doesn't talk about the famous "withering away 
of the state". But it seems to be something that he is quite 
enthusiastic about. 

He points out that with the end of pri~~te interests and 
money, most of the reason for laws; lawyers, and legal 
disputes, are gone. What's left for government to do? 

In Looking Backward, he describes a Congress that meets 
once every five years (a rather odd scheme), and says that 
thez:e are no state governments at all. Nor are there 
political parties. ' , 

Engels said of future society that ','State interferen~e in 
social relations becomes, in one domain after another, 
superfluous, and then withers away of itself; the govern
ment of persons is replaced by the administration of things, 
and by the conduct of processes of production." (From the, 
last quarter of Section II "Theoretical' of Part III 'Social
ism') What dOeS this mean? 

Today, for example, there are many political questions. 
How do you raise money: taxes, user fees, etc. Who pays 
these taxes and who benefits is at the heart of politics. The 
building and maintenance of the school system is political, 
so is the health system, even the placing of a major 
highway. Indeed, where and when to fIX a pothole is poIi
ticai: there are limited funds, do you fIX' the potholes in 
Detroit or in the suburbs, ,and which suburbs? 

But when differences of class no longer exist, and when 
general prosperity exists, some issues will vanish and some 
will fail to be political. Taxes will vanish with the abolition 
o,f m,oney. There wiII instead be. a relatively simple calcula~ 
tion of how much can be produced, how much has to go to 
general uses, and how much is left for individual consump
tion. And potholes? When everyone is prosperous, that 
becomes simply the issue of making some rational schedule 
for when Jane or Joe is to go over' and fiII them. The 
political nature of it drops out altogether. Instead of an 
administration of people, one has a simple process of 
arranging productive work. 

And with this replacement, the role of governments and' 
parties drops out. 

But the police? Most crimes either deal with property, ' 
or are a result of people living in utterly broken conditions. 
Bellamy holds that the police force then used for the state 
of Massachusetts would suffice for the whole country under 

, a system of prosperity and no private intereSts. 
Actually, insofar as a government exists in 'Bellamy'S 

system, it is in large. part just the administration of the 
labor service. Here, Bellamy doesn't see the role of the 
mass of workers in making decisions, and goes overboard 
with the appointive principle. He thinks this violates having 
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uniform conditions for everyone. But this is not a necessary 
shortcoming of a universal labor service, but of Bellamy's 
understanding of one, of his tendency to elitism, 'and of his 
view of'the relation, of deinocracy and centralism. A diff
erent system of relations betWeen workers could well be 
imagined. And if one considers how socialism will actually 
arise from a revolutionary movement of the workers, one 
would have good reason to' believe that socialism will 

. naturally result in a different set of relations among the 
workers, than Bellamy imagines. 

But back to the general question of government and 
politics. Does the end of politics means society ends up, at 
a standstiII? The shriveling of the government and the end 
of parties will not mean the end of social change. Looking 
Backward simply describes future society as having all the 
features he deems desirable, rather than showing society in 
motion; this is 'a failing typical of many utopian p.ovels. But 
undoubtedly various social changes will continue, from the 
relations between women and men to the changes induced 
by new possibilities from new technology. It takes some 
time for a consensus to form on such issues, so they may 
give rise to mass movements of various sorts. Indeed, the 
population is likely to group together into a multitu.de of 
organizations, clubs, and associations of many sorts, with far 
more people able to participate than today. But without the 
sharp antagonisms ana hostilities engendered by the class 
divisions and the fear of loss of livelihOOd, such movements 
will have a different character from the party struggle of 
today. 

Innovation 

Bellamy at one point deals with the problem of innova
tion. Is it really true that without private enterprise there 
won't be innovation? . 

Actually, private competition both inhibits and encour
ages innovation. Its Incentives to innovation, such as large 
profits, are in large part needed to overcome its obstacles 
to innovation: fear of loss. 

Bellamy believes that heroic efforts and innovation will 
be inspired by pride of work, and public recognition. He 
holds that the most creative people, the best workers and 
the: most fearless innovators will not need special rewards, 
and will even disdain them. But, Bellamy thinks, a system 
of public recognition and minor perks will provide ample 
incentive to the bulk of people. Bellamy does not require 
that everyone become a saint to live in his system, but 
believes that his system will provide humane conditions for 
the human species as it presently exists. 

Beyond the issues Bellamy is concerned with, it may also 
be' ~dded that central planning cannot mean that one and 
only one approach is dictated from a supposedlY all
knowing center. Central planning requires the maturity 
from the planners to ensure the room, on most things, for 
a number of different approaches to be tried out, a number 
of different ideas. This doesn't require different corpora
tions or private ownerShip, just a modern approach to 
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. 
industrial management. 

This diversity can naturally arise from the different 
institutions and workplaces involved in an issue, if this 
diversity is not suppressed. There will always be. people 
working independently on various problems, looking at 
them from different angles, amI so forth. From universities 
to workplaces to people working on a problem as a 
pastime. 

True, the rate of change in a future society may vary 
from what it now. Indeed, I hope it does. For example, 
today dozens of new chl?micals are thrown on the planet 
each year without adequate testing, environmental studies, 
etc. One hopes that the classless society would continue 
research and innovation into chemistry, but change the 
pace of releasing stuff into the world. A future society 
might well want faster change on certain issues, and decide 
to be relaxed on others. 

Slower pace of life 

Finally, with no money, lesser hours of work, and so 
forth the pace of life may finally slow down. 

A lot of things we do now are really superfluous and 
irritating: balancing the check book, buying auto insurance, 
life insurance, medical insurance, xyz insurance; worrying 

Aroun,d the wor,ld 
I 

Youth riot in France over ra~ist police shootings 

Hundreds of ypung people rioted in Paris the first week 
of April over the shooting to death of a Zairean teenager 
while he was being questioned at a police station. In 
clashes on the streets, 27 cops were injured and 18 people 
were arrested. ' 

Protests also broke out in Turcoing, near LiUe in 
northern France, where an Algerian youth was shot by a 
cop. The demonstrators set cars on fire and smashed store 
windows. 

And police banned a protest march set forSaturd~y, 
April 10. 

Activists in France think that police may have taken the 
victory of the right-wing coalition in recent parliamentary 
elections as a green light to brutalize minorities. 

Japanese nurses strike 

Some 100,000 nurses and other medical workers staged 
brief work stoppages in Japan on April 7. They demanded 
higher wages and better working conditions. 

There is an acute shortage of nurses in Japan. As a 

about state and federal taxes; arguing about which necessity 
to skimp on to ensure the funds to buy some other 
necessity. A whole series of financial worries can be 
eliminated, eliminating an astonishing amount of useless 
drudgery fcir the human species. Better schools, better child 
care, and more extensive socializing of housework will free 
additional time. 

With more time, p'eople, even parents, may actually have 
time to stop and sme'l the flowers. I call this a slower pace 
of Hfe, but it should actually facilitate faster change in 
social life and technology when needed, and deeper 
knowledge about life and science among the population as 
a whole. Once ·the irrelevant and useless stuff is cleaned 
away, it will give people more time to consider things that 
really interest them. It will allow more mass interest in. art, 
in history, in technology, in the environment, in learning 
about other peoples, etc. Not everyone will be interested in 
everything (each individual is finite, while the world has an 
infinite number of fascinating aspects), but for the first 
time everyone will have the opportunity to develop their 
interests and inclinations. A more secure life may be slower 
in one respect, but actually faster and more satisfying in 
the really human .and interesting parts of life. You no 
longer have to run to stay in the same place, so even those 
who walk will get a lot further. [J 

result, nurses are subject to long hours and overwork. More 
nurses quit than are replaced. At least 200,000 more nurses 
are needed, according to their union. [J 

Ford workers strike In Mexico 

2,100 workers at Ford's Hermosillo plant struck the auto 
company for nearly three weeks in March in a dispute over 
mid-contract raises. 

These workers make Escorts and Mercury Tracers for 
the U.S. market. The plant has won awards for quality, and 
it has matched U.S" levels of productivity. Yet the workers 
make about $2 an hour while comparable workers in the 
U.S. make $15 an hour. The Mexican workers think that 
the wage gap must be narrowed. They demanded a 35% 
wage hik,e. 

Ford offered only 9.5%, and asked the Mexican govern
ment to declare the strike illegal, which would give the 
company the right to fire any workers who didn't return 
to their posts. 

A tentative settlement brought the strike tp a close on 
March 18. Details were unavailable. 0 


